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Delta Club 
Philosophy 

Delta Club is a strong-club adaptation of the shortness-showing openings from the Delta weak-
opening system developed by Polish theorists.  It aims to be an effective constructive-bidding 

system, including by providing responder with an early signal of how well the hands mesh. 

It is also designed to pose significant challenges for the opponents.  Unlike normal systems 
which start by showing a long suit, the shortness openings (and the always BAL/semi-BAL 1♦ 

opening) force the opponents to cater for playing in all five strains and deny them an anchor suit 

to double for takeout or use as a cue. 

The absence of an anchor suit also poses challenges for our side.  Both constructive and 

competitive bidding need to focus on finding a fit.  This is not always possible, and often not 
easy.  We will miss our best fit in a number of auctions, and can miss our fit entirely if the 

opponents are able to compete effectively, especially by pre-emptive overcalls or raises. 

Delta Club is therefore a high-variance system.  Nonetheless, testing suggests that we gain more 

from the swings and roundabouts then we lose.  However, both we and our teammates need to 
accept that there will be boards where natural bidding will see our opponents reach routine 

contracts we will miss. 

Openings 

1st/2nd 

1♣ 15+, any shape 

1♦ good 11-14 BAL or good 10-14 semiBAL (any 5422, 6m322 or 7m222) 
1♥ 10-14, 0-1 cards in one or both minors 

1♠  10-14, 0-1 cards in H 
1N 10-14, 0-1 cards in S, <5H unless 0-5-4-4 

2♣ 10-14, 0-1 cards in S, 5+H but not 0-5-4-4 
2♦  10-14, 6S322 or 7S222 or 6511 with 5+S or 7S4m11 

2♥ 10-14, 6H322 or 7H222 
2♠  weak two, often good five cards if NV 1st  

2N 10-14, 6511/6610/7510 with 5+H and 5+minor 
3♣ 10-14, 6511/6610/7510 with 5+C and 5+D 

3♦/M preempt, can be six cards NV 
3N good 4M opening, may be 10-14 with 7M4m11 

4x preempt 

3rd/4th 

In 3rd and 4th seats we increase the minimum-strength requirement for 1♣ to 17+HCP, 

including so that responder can make a positive response.  Other than adjusting the ranges, 
defining a 3N opening as to play, and opening 0-5-4-4 hands with 2♣, we use the same opening 

structure in 3rd and 4th seats as in 1st and 2nd.  Thus the shortness openings show 10-16HCP in 

3rd seat and 12-16HCP in 4th, while 1♦ shows (11)12-16HCP in both 3rd and 4th seats. 

System choices 

Delta Club seeks to implement the balanced hand principle – that an UNBAL hand should 

describe its shape to a BAL hand so the partnership is well-placed to determine how well the 

hands mesh – where possible.  This influences a number of system design decisions: 
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• With a BAL/semiBAL GF response to 1♣ responder bids 1♦.  Opener can now show 

his shortness with a shapely hand. 

• Opposite a 1♦ opening (BAL/semiBAL) a GF responder has a number of ways to show 

shapely hands, sometimes after relaying.  With INV strength responder bids naturally 

with a 4+card major; lacking a 4+major responder has an ART response to show one of 

three kinds of INV. 

One implication of using the 1♦ response to 1♣ to show a GF BAL/semiBAL hand (or hands 

with a minor-suit shortage or 6M322) is that a traditional negative is no longer possible.  Instead 
Delta Club splits these hands into semipos (good 5-8 HCP, 2-6RP) and DN (double negative, 0-

bad 5HCP).  1♥, showing any semipos hand, allows us to relay with a good 19+ or show shape 
with 15-18HCP hands.  1♠, which shows the DN, pre-empts our side and can make it difficult 

to find our best fit or to stop at a low level.  However, it also pre-empts the opponents, putting 

them under pressure when they are likely to have at least half the points and often the majority.  

Thanks 

To Ian Casselton whose question led to the two of us, but especially Ian, doing a lot of work on 

the Delta idea. 

To Brad Coles for the many good ideas that have improved the system and eliminated flaws.  

To Sartaj Hans and Peter Gill for their philosophy about strong club systems, especially handling 

interference. 

To Samuel Ieong and Adam Meyerson for their many good ideas in IMPrecision that have been 

borrowed or adapted, including on parity cue-bidding. 
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0 Additional principles 

These add to or vary those in our general system notes. 

• When opener or responder is jumping to show a splinter these jumps are natural, i.e. 

showing shortness in the bid suit. 

o When opener/responder is showing shortness without a jump we show shortages 

using our regular order (SHDC). 

• When teller has shown a shortage and the opponents bid a suit other than the short suit 

(and break relay), double by both teller and asker is PEN, e.g. 
1♣ 1♦ 2♦ 3♦ 

or 
1N P 2♣ 3♦ 

or 
1♣ P 1♦ 1♠ 

1N 2♠ 

o A bid by teller of his known short suit shows at least 55 in the ‘other” two suits 
i.e. not the suit bid by the opponents or his known short suit, e.g.  

1♠ P 1N 3♦ 
3♥ 

shows at least 55 in spades and clubs 

• When the opponents bid teller’s short suit and break relay, asker’s double is PEN and his 

pass is forcing; teller’s 

o pass shows a hand that would pass a PEN double OR a two-suiter (typically 64) 

o double shows a Michaels two-suiter; and 

o a bid shows a hand that prefers not to pass (so typically a 7-card suit). 

For example,  
1♠ P 1N 3♥ 

X shows at least 55 in spades and a minor 
3♠ suggests 7S, and 

P then 3♠ suggests 6S and 4m 

• If the opponents bid teller’s possible short suit (i.e. after teller has opened 1♥ and is 
known to be short in one or both minors) then double by both asker and teller is 

takeout, e.g. 

1♥ (P) 1♠ (3m) 

• If responder to a 1♣ opening makes a penalty pass of a natural overcall and later bids the 

suit that was overcalled (over a bid by any player) this is natural and non-forcing, not a 
cue bid, e.g. 

1♣  (1♠) P (P) 

2♦ (P) 2♠ 

• If responder’s TFR in competition is doubled then:  

accept three-card support, NF 
pass  0-2 card support (XX by transferrer is a reTFR; direct NS is weak; XX then NS is 

 strong).  Later new suit by opener is weaker than bidding the suit directly 
XX to play 

raise  competitive (so usually min with 4-card support) 
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2N  strong 3+card raise 
new suit (by 1♣ opener)  NAT, forcing, usually 0-2 cards in responder’s suit (with  

 weaker hands pass then bid) 

• If they bid over our major-suit game and a possible canapé hand bids 5m this is NAT, an 

offer to play, e.g. 
1♦  (P) 2♦ (2♠)   (2♦ = GF, 4+H) 

3♥ (4♠)  ?  
A direct 5m is NAT, showing 4-6, aiming to find the best fit.  With a slam try P then cue 

bid. 
2♣ (2♠)  H raise (4♠) 

 ?  
5m = canapé 

4N = takeout, showing H>=m (not RKC as auction NF) 

• Double by a limited opener when they compete above our game shows a desire to bid on 
but allows R to pass, e.g. 

2♣ (2♠)  H raise (4♠) 
X  

Double by R in such auctions is penalties. 
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1 Shape-showing relay structure 

We show shape using a symmetric-style structure, but one which starts by showing shortness 

rather than length.  Nonetheless, almost all shapes resolve with the same bid that they do in 

standard symmetric (so 5431s at 3♦, 6331s at 3♥ etc). 

1.1 Suit Order 

We show shortness from the top, i.e. S then H then D then C.  Consistent with this, we show 

length in the reverse order, i.e. C then D then H then S.  The effect is that when we zoom we are 

always doing so with maximum length in the major suits. 

The system has four exceptions to this order of showing shortages and suits.   

• Our shortness-showing openings bunch the minor-suit shortages then show a H 

shortage then a S shortage.  This is to increase the pressure on the opponents and to 
guarantee that a 1♥ opener will have at least two cards in both majors, making both 

constructive and competitive bidding easier. 

• [NEW] Our shortness-showing GF responses to 1♣, like our shortness openings, use the 

CDHS order, i.e. a 1♦ response shows either a minor-suit shortage or a BAL/semi-BAL 

hand (thus the 1♦ responder promises at least two cards in each major).  

• In a relay auction, when the opponents overcall (or double to show the bid suit) and the 

hand next to bid can have multiple shortages then we change the order in which we 

show shortages so that we zoom with shortness in the suit the opponents have 
bid/shown.  This applies after a 1♦ response to a 1♣ opening, a 1♦ overcall of 1♣ and a 

2m overcall after a 1♥ opening and a 1♠ relay response. 
For example, after 1♣ (1♦) we bid 2♦+ with hands short in D and bid 1N with hands 

short in S. 

• When asker makes a shortness-showing break in a GF relay auction this shows shortness 

in teller’s shown suit or, if teller has shown two suits, in teller’s secondary suit.  

1.2 Shape-showing 

1.2.1 One Shortage 

All shapes with one shortage resolve from 2♦+.   

2♦ Long low suit OR 4+/4+ middle/low suits (specifically, three-suited or 5+/5+) 
2♥ Long middle suit (not 5+/5+ or three-suited) 

2♠ Two-suiter (5+/5+) with 5+ high suit 

2N+ Long high suit, resolving 

The long suit resolution is analogous to standard symmetric: 

2N Lower 4-card side suit 
3♣ 6+ single suited 

3♦ 5431, higher 4-card side suit 
3♥ 6421 

3♠ 6430, at least min+2 RP when unlimited (see 1.2.6 for how we split when teller is limited) 
3N 6430, min and min+1 RP 

4♣ 7420 
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EXCEPTION: Immediate responses of 4♦ and 4♥ to a 1♣ opening show weak hands with an 8-

card major 

When teller is limited we follow our bunching rules 

After 3♣ showing the 6+ single-suiter, the resolution is also analogous to standard symmetric.  

3♦ relays: 

3♥ 6331 

3♠ 7(32)1 
3N 7330 

4♣ 8+card suit (4♦ relay: 4♥ void, 4♠+ singleton; 4N RKC) 

After 2♠ showing a two-suiter (5+/5+) with long high suit, 2N relays: 

3♣ 5/5 high/low 
3♦ 5521 high/middle 

3♥ 5530 
3♠ 5620 

3N 6520 

After 2♦ showing the long low suit OR 4+/4+ middle/low suits and 2♥ relay, 2♠ shows 4+/4+ 

in the middle/low suits.  2N relays: 

3♣ 5+/5+ 
 3♥ 5521 

 3♠ 5530 
 3N 5620 

 4♣ 6520 
3♦ 4441 

3♥ 4450 
3♠ 4540 

3N 5440 

1.2.2 Two-shortage hands 

These are infrequent.  They come in two basic types: 

• long-legged (LL) where the second suit is at least five: 6511; and  

• short-legged (SL) where the second suit is at most four: 7411.   

We do not specifically show the rare shapes (8311, 6610, 7510, 8410 etc). 

So, after 2♣ showing two shortages and 2♦ relay 

2♥ Long clubs, LL or SL 

2♠ Long diamonds, LL or SL 
2N SL, long hearts 

3♣ LL, hearts and spades 
 3♥ 5-6-1-1 

 3♠ 6-5-1-1, at least min+2 RP 
 3N 6-5-1-1, min or min+1 RP 

3♦ SL, long spades, low suit 
3♥ SL, long spades, middle suit 

3♠ 7-4-1-1, at least min+2 RP 

3N 7-4-1-1, min or min+1 RP 
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After 2♥ showing long clubs, 2♠ relays: 

2N SL, long clubs  
 3♦ low suit 

 3♥ middle suit 
 3♠ 4-1-1-7, at least min+2 RP 

 3N 4-1-1-7, min or min+1 RP 
3♣ LL, clubs and diamonds 

3♦ LL, clubs and hearts 
3♥ 5-1-1-6 

3♠ 6-1-1-5, at least min+2 RP 

3N 6-1-1-5, min or min+1 RP 

After 2♠ showing long diamonds, 2N relays: 

3♣ SL, long diamonds, analogous to the above 
3♦ LL, diamonds and hearts 

3♥ 5-1-6-1 
3♠ 6-1-5-1, at least min+2 RP   

3N 6-1-5-1, min or min+1 RP  

EXCEPTION: After a 1♥ opening we do not reserve a separate low-level bid to show (65)-1-1 
hands (and we open (74)-1-1 hands with 4M, 3N or 2♦).  Instead, we show these shapes in the 

55 structure with a D shortage, bidding 1♥-1♠-1N-2♣-2♠-2N-3♦. 

1.2.3 SemiBAL with a long major 

After 2♣, 2♦ relays: 

2♥ Long hearts 
2♠ Reserved for solid suits 

2N 6-2-2-3 (3♦) or 7-2-2-2 (3♥+) 
3♣ 6-2-3-2 

3♦+ 6-3-2-2 

1.2.4 BAL/semiBAL hands 

After 1♠ showing BAL, 1N relays: 

2♣ No major 

2♦ A four card major 
2♥ 5H 

2♠ Both majors 

2N+ 5S 

The 5H hands resolve as follows (and analogously for the 5S hands): 

2N 5H4m22 
 3♦ 2-5-2-4 

 3♥+ 2-5-4-2 
3♣ 2-5-3-3 

3♦ 3-5-2-3 

3♥+ 3-5-3-2 

After 2♠ showing both majors, 2N relays: 

3♣ 4-4-2-3 

3♦ 4-4-3-2 
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3♥ 4-5-2-2 

3♠+ 5-4-2-2 

After 2♦ showing a four-card major, 2♥ relays: 

2♠ 4H, not 4H5m22 

2N 4M5m22 
 3♦ 4H5m22 

 3♥ 4-2-2-5 
 3♠/3N 4-2-5-2 

3♣ 4S4C32 
3♦ 4-3-3-3 

3♥ 4-2-4-3 

3♠/3N 4-3-4-2 

After 2♣ no major, 2♦ relays: 

2♥ Single-suited clubs 
2♠ Both minors 

 3♣ 2-2-4-5 (3♥) or 2-2-5-4 (3♠+) 
 3♦ 2-3-4-4 

 3♥+ 3-2-4-4 
2N 5D332 

3♣ 3-3-4-3 
3♦ 2-2-6-3 (3♠/3N) or 2-2-7-2 (4♣+) 

3♥ 2-3-6-2 
3♠/3N 3-2-6-2 

1.2.5 Freaks 

We can show some freaks: 

• 4♣ when showing a one-suiter shows an 8+card suit (doesn't matter whether teller is 

limited or unlimited) 

• A limited two-suiter can make a NAT, descriptive bid if it is otherwise anti-systemic. 

– An unlimited hand can't do this because such bids are zooms with the shape shown 

by 3N (see below). 

1.2.6 Solid suits 

We can show some solid suits after a 1♣ opening.  This is by rebidding 2♠ after responder or 

opener bids 2♣ to show a 6M322/7M222 hand. 

A solid suit is defined as one that will likely play for no losers opposite a void (at least AKQJxx, 

AKQTxxx or AKQxxxxx). 

Note that teller will never be able to show complete shape with a solid suit.  Our policy is to 

show the solid suit unless also holding HHxx or better in a major suit.  

Asker needs a variety of options to cater for different information he may need to know.  For 

example, asker usually knows which suit is solid but need an option to ask for the suit for his 

uncommon hands. 

After teller bids 2♠ to show a solid suit asker has a range of options: 
2N  asks for shortness (none, SHDC) then length (stop with 8, zoom with 7), then outside 

RP (0, 1 etc) then PCB 
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3♣  asks for suit (CDHS), then length (8/7), then outside RP then PCB 
3♦  asks for length (8/7), then outside RP then PCB 

3♥ asks for outside RP then PCB 

3N no slam interest.  Teller resurrects with usual requirements (i.e. base+4 RP) 

1.2.7 Bunching and Zooming 

(a) Bunching 

BAL or semiBAL hands 

When the last shape is shown below 3N we use all the steps up to and including 3N to show the 

shape.  If the shape is shown at 3♠ we split teller’s RP evenly between 3♠ and 3N.  (If there are 

an odd number of possibilities then we load more into the lower bid.)   

If more steps are available we bunch at the bottom (so the first step shows multiple RP while 
higher steps show only one specific number of RP.  If teller is unlimited then we use bids of 

4♣+ to show hands that would always resurrect while lower bids show the remaining RP 

(splitting or bunching depending on the number of steps available.   

When bunching 3N always shows the weakest/weaker number of RP, e.g.  

3♠  2-2-5-4, 6+RP 

3N  2-2-5-4, 4-5RP 

If three or more steps are available then 3N shows the lowest number of RP (e.g. 4), 3♠ shows 

the next lowest (e.g. 5) and 3♥ shows the remaining options (e.g. 6+). 

UNBAL hands 

Our bunching rules only apply to shapes that are shown at 3♠ and 3N; so 6430 unless we are 

down one or two steps.  When teller is unlimited we bunch by showing min and min+1 RP with 
3N; 3♠ shows all other numbers of RP.  When teller is limited then we follow the rules for BAL 

hands and divide as evenly as possible, e.g. after a 10-14 opening 

When teller has not shown min or max 
3♠ 8-10 RP 

3N 5-7 RP 

When teller is max 

3♠ 9-10 RP 

3N 7-8 RP 

When teller is min 

3♠ 7-8 RP 

3N 5-6 RP 

(b) Zooming 

We never zoom from RP to DCB unless: 

• a limited teller has the maximum possible number of RP (so  

10 RP for a 1st- or 2nd-seat 10-14 opening that has not shown a minimum;  

8 RP for a 1st- or 2nd-seat 10-14 opening that has shown a minimum;  

6 RP for a 1st- or 2nd-seat seat semipos); or 

• teller has bunched, when we zoom with max RP (e.g. if we bid 3N to show 2-2-5-4, 4-
5RP and relayer asks then we bid 4♦ with 4RP and 4♥ with 5RP and even parity in the 

longest suit etc).   
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With unlimited hands we zoom above the last shape (4♣ unless we are up one or two steps) with 

the shape shown by 3N.  For example, with a two-suiter we bid 

3♥ 5521 

3♠ 5530 
3N 5620, 4-bad 8RP 

4♣ 6520 

4♦+ 5620, good 8+RP  

If the shape shown by 3N is already split (as it is with 6430s) then we zoom with the shape 

shown by 4♣ 

3♠ 6430, 6-bad 8 RP 

3N 6430, 4-5RP 
4♣ 7420, 4-bad 8RP 

4♦+ 7420, good 8+RP  

1.2.8 Zooming when up one or more steps 

When we are up one or two steps (whether as a result of intervention by the opponents or 
because of system design) an unlimited hand can zoom with the shape that is shown by a bid of 

3N.   

For example, after  
1♣ P 3♣ 3♠  (3♣ = 0-1S, 6+H) 

P P ? 

we are up one step so: 

X 1-6-3-3 

3N 1-7-(23), 4-bad 8RP 
4♣ 0-7-3-3 

4♦+ 1-7-(23), good 8+RP 

1.2.9 Compression 

When we are forced up one step (because of interference or because opener shows a minimum) 

or two steps we need to compress three-suited shapes and some BAL/semiBAL shapes.  The 

over-arching principle is to clarify major-suit lengths. 

Three-suiters 

(Up one step) 

3♥ 4441 or 4450 
3♠ 4540 

3N 5440 

(Up two steps) 

3♠ 4441 or 4450 or 4540 

3N 5440 

BAL/semiBAL 

(Up one step) 

3♥ 2-2-6-3 (3N) or 2-2-7-2 (4♣+) 
3♠ 2-3-6-2 

3N 3-2-6-2 

(Up two steps) 

3♠ 2-2-6-3 (4♦), 2-3-6-2 (4♥) or 2-2-7-2 (4♠+) 
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3N 3-2-6-2 

(Up one step) 
2N Both minors 

 3♦ 2-3-4-4 
 3♥ 3-2-4-4 

 3♠ 2-2-4-5 

 3N 2-2-5-4 

(Up two steps) 

3♣ Both minors 
 3♥ 2-2-4-5 (3N) or 2-2-5-4 (4♣+) 

 3♠ 2-3-4-4 

 3N 3-2-4-4 

Occasionally we need to substantially reorder shapes so as to avoid bidding higher than 3N: 

(Up one step) 
2♥  a four-card major 

 2N  4H, not 4H5m22 
 3♣ 4M5m22 

  3♥ 4H5m22 
  3♠ 4-2-2-5 

  3N 4-2-5-2 
 3♦ 4S4C32 

 3♥ 4-3-3-3 
 3♠ 4-2-4-3 

 3N 4-3-4-2 

(Up two steps) 
2♠  a four-card major 

 3♣ 4H, not 4H5m22 
 3♦ 4M5m22 

  3♠ 4H5m22 
  3N 4-2-2-5 or 4-2-5-2 

 3♥ 4S4C32 
 3♠ 4-3-3-3 or 4-3-4-2 

 3N 4-2-4-3 

1.2.10 Asker fails to relay for full shape 

Asker can sign off in game without relaying.  (This is more common when teller is limited than 

unlimited.)  Over such a signoff  

• a limited hand can only move with a freak, but 

• an unlimited hand should show his number of RP. 

1.3 Interference 

1.3.1 They prevent us from relaying 

We open 1♣: 

• After any overcall of 1♥+ responder no longer has the option of relaying.   

We open something other than 1♣: 
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• After any overcall or double responder no longer has the option of relaying. 

1.3.2 They double after relays have started 

Once relays have commenced doubles give us extra space and do not stop us from relaying.   

1.3.3 They overcall after relays have started 

Overcalls do stop us from relaying if the opponents make a bid that pushes shape-showing up 

more than two steps (so that we cannot show 5431 shapes at 3♠ and 6331 shapes at 3N) 

• Note that when we are already up two steps (e.g. after a semipos response) we cannot be 

pushed any higher. 

1.3.4 We double or redouble 

By teller, redoubles of their double and doubles of their overcalls are a step response.   

By asker, (re)double is penalty.  N.B. After a 1♦ response to a 1♣ opening or a 1♥ rebid 
following a 1♦ response (so when our last bid was "balanced or something else") asker has not 

yet been defined so (re)double remains a step response.  

Note that asker’s penalty (re)double includes a double after a relay response of pass; this has the 
effect of pushing our auction up one step more than usual.  Note that if shape-showing would 

now be up more than two steps there are NO MORE RELAYS and the auction reverts to NAT 

bidding.   

1.3.5 After an INV+ relay 

After an INV+ relay, action by 4th player creates a 3N-force unless the relayer is able to break 

relay to show an INV hand, e.g. 
1♥ P 1♠ 2♦ 

P P ?   X = penalties 
     2♥ = relay (GF) 

     2♠+ = INV 
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2 1♣ Opening 

In 1st and 2nd seats: 15+, any shape, provided that the hand has 9RP or 4 controls in a freak.  In 

general, a shapely 14-count with a good 6-card suit is worth 1♣.  Note that some of the usual 
considerations about preferring to start with a natural bid with shapely marginal hands do not 

apply when the alternative is a shortage-showing opening. 

In 3rd/4th seats: 17+.   

2.1 Responses 

Opposite a 1st/2nd seat opening, responder divides his hand into three categories: GF hands 
with 9+HCP and 4+RP (or hands with two aces); semipos hands with 5-8HCP and 2-6RP; and 

DN (double negative) hands 0-1RP or 2RP with <5HCP.  Responder should exercise judgement 

with hands with just an A. 

1♦ GF BAL/semiBAL OR any GF with a minor shortage OR 6M322 or 7M222 or any solid 

7+card suit 
1♥ any semipos, 5-8HCP, 2-6RP  

1♠ any DN 
1N GF, 0-1H (but not two short suits) 

2♣ GF, any two short suits 
2♦ GF, 0-1S (but not two short suits), 5+C, <5H or three-suited 

2♥ GF, 0-1S, 5+D, <5H, <5C 
2♠ GF, 0-1S, at least 55 with H and a minor 

2N GF, 0-1S, 5+H, 4C 
3♣ GF, 0-1S, 6+H single-suiter 

3♦ GF, 1-5-4-3 
3♥ GF, 1-6-4-2 

3♠ 0-6-4-3, 6+RP  
3N 0-6-4-3, 4-5RP 

4♣ GF, 0-7-4-2 
4♦ TFR to H, 8+H, 1-2RP 

4♥ TFR to S, 8+S, 1-2RP 

When responder is a passed hand (so opposite a 3rd/4th seat opening), the ranges are: GF with 

7-10/11HCP; semipos with 4-6HCP, 1-4RP; and DN with 0-3HCP, 0-2RP. 

2.2 Over 1♦ (GF BAL/semiBAL; or GF with C or D shortage; or GF with 
6M322 or 7M222 or any solid 6+card suit) 

Opener can relay, which he does with all (semi)BAL hands including a 6M322 or 7M222, and 

hands that would be difficult to describe (e.g. those with a solid or a semi-solid suit).  As well, 

opener can show his shortness.   

Over shortness-showing bids by both opener and responder partner has the option of reverse 

relaying.  This strongly suggests a hand with nothing that will not be revealed through PCB such 

as Js.  

1♥ BAL/semiBAL or C shortage or a hand that wants to relay 
 1♠ BAL/semiBAL 

1N relay with slam interest (18+ if BAL).   
[OPTION] If responder bids 2♣-2N then opener can make a delayed 
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weak relay by bidding step + 1, showing 18-20 and asking responder to 
describe shape further only if 12+HCP with 7+RP. 

  2♣ weak relay (15-17 BAL) 
   2♦ 9-14 

    2M 4+M, doesn't want to declare NT 
    2N BAL, may have 5M (responder can TFR or use Muppet) 

    3m 6-7m 
   2♥+ 15+, shape-showing 

  2♦+ 0-1C 
 1N 0-1D 

  2♣ relay 
  2♦+ reverse relay, 0-1C 

 2♣ 6M322/7M222 or solid suit 
 2♦+ 0-1C 

1♠ 0-1S or 6M322/7M222 or a solid suit 
 1N relay 

 2♣ 6M322/7M222 or solid suit 
 2♦+ reverse relay, 0-1D 

1N 0-1H  
 2♣ relay 

 2♦+ reverse relay, 0-1D 
2♣ any two shortages  

2♦+ 0-1D 

2.2.1 Over 2♣ (6M322 or 7M222 or a solid suit) 

2♦  Relay 
 2♥  6+H   

 2♠  solid suit 
 2N 6-2-2-3 or 7-2-2-2 

 3♣ 6-2-3-2 
 3♦+ 6-3-2-2 

2.2.2 Solid suit 

After teller bids 2♠ to show a solid suit asker has a range of options: 

2N  asks for shortness (none, HML) then length (stop with 8, zoom with 7), then outside RP 
then PCB 

3♣  asks for suit, then length (stop with 8, zoom with 7), then outside RP then PCB 
3♦  asks for length (8/7), then outside RP then PCB 

3♥ asks for RP then PCB 
3N min, teller resurrects with usual requirements (i.e. 9RP) 

2.3 Over 1♥ (any semipos) 

This shows 5-8HCP with 2-6RP, any shape.  May be 4HCP if an ace.  (By a passed hand: 4-

6HCP, 2-4RP.  Now opener needs a good 20 to relay; other bids show 17-bad 20.) 

As opener has to rebid 1N on a wide variety of hands we use a different response structure that 

allows the partnership to escape to 3m when responder has (semi)BAL INV without 4M. 

1♠  GF relay (up two steps) 

 1N 0-1S or 0-1H or 6M322/7M222 
  2♣  relay 
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   2♦  0-1S 
   2♥  6M322/7M222 

   2♠+  0-1H 
 2♣  BAL/semiBAL 

  2♦  relay  
2♥  5+H (opener’s next bid unless a raise of responder’s suit, shows 

shortness) 
2♠ 4-5S 

   2N 2H 
   3♣ 6-7C 

   3♦ 6-7D 
   3♥ 3+H 

2♠  5+S (opener’s next bid unless a raise of responder’s suit, shows 
shortness) 

  2N BALish (responder can TFR or use Muppet) 
  3♣  0-1C  EXCEPTION to normal shortage order so as to find fits 

  3♦ 0-1D  EXCEPTION to normal shortage order so as to find fits 
  3♥  0-1H  EXCEPTION to normal shortage order so as to find fits 

  3♠  0-1S   EXCEPTION to normal shortage order so as to find fits 
 2♦  0-1D 

 2♥  two shortages 
 2♠+  0-1C 

1N 15-18 BALish (but could be offshape: any 4441 or (31)-(54).  Responder should invite 
with a good 7-8HCP. 

 2♣  Stayman.  Responder’s 2♠ = 5+S, INV 
 2♦  TFR to H.  Rebid of 3m shows 55 or concentrated 54. 

 2♥  TFR to S.  Rebid of 3m and 3♥ shows 55 (else go via Stayman). 
 2♠  both minors or weak with 6+m.  Opener bids 2N with D preference. 

 2N (semi)BAL INV, <4M.  Opener can bid 3m with a 5+card suit. 
 3m 6+m, INV 

2♣  15-18, ASPRO, 4+H and 4+other 
2♦  15-18, ASPRO, 4+S and 4+minor 

2M  15-18, 6+M 
2N 15-18, both minors 

3m 15-18, 6+m 

3M (6)7M, INV 

2.3.1 ASPRO  

We follow the same principles as when we use ASPRO over an opponent’s 1N opening, but 

modified to take account of responder’s limited strength. 

2♣ H+ another 

 P min, 6+C 
2♦ non-forcing relay that asks for opener’s 5+card suit, may have 3H if happy to 

play in longest suit or INV.  Can also be INV with 1-2H 
  P  5+D, <5H, min 

  2♥ 5+H, 4+other 
   2♠ 3+S, <INV, scramble preferring the second suit to H 

   2N INV, BAL(ish) 
   3♣ pass or correct (so both minors) 

   3♦ min, 6+D 
  2♠ 5+S 
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  2N  5+C, min (think Lebensohl) 
  3m  5+m, max (think Lebensohl) 

 2♥ 4H min or 3H min preferring to play 2♥ rather than 3m 
 2♠/3m  INV, 6+suit, <3H 

 2N  INV, 4+H 
 3♥ 5H, min 

 3♠/4m  5+H, SPL 
2♦ S+m 

Continuations as after 2♣, except that 2N after a 2♥ relay shows a min with 4S and 
longer C or D (think Lebensohl) – advancer bids 3♣ pass or correct) 

2.4 Over 1♠ (any double negative) 

This shows 0-4HCP or 5-6HCP with only 1RP.  (By a passed hand: 0-3HCP, 0-2RP.) 

Opener needs to rebid an offshape 1N with 4441s and 5431s where 1N is less dangerous than 

using ASPRO.   

Pass (4)5+S, 15-18(19) 
1N 15-20 BALish (but could be offshape: any 4441 or any 5422 or 5431 without 5S that 

doesn’t want to go via ASPRO).  If responder does invite this shows QJJJ(J) or extra 
shape. 

 2♣  Stayman.  Responder’s 2♠ = 5+S, INV 
 2♦  TFR to H.  Rebid of 3m shows 55. 

 2♥  TFR to S.  Rebid of 3m shows 55 (else go via Stayman). 
 2♠  both minors or weak with 6+m.  Opener bids 2N with D preference. 

 2N (semi)BAL INV, <4M.  Opener can bid 3m with a 5+card suit. 
 3m 6+m, max 

2♣  ASPRO, 4+H and 4+other or GF in a minor.   
Continuations as 2.3.1, allowing for responder’s weakness. 

Opener’s 3-level rebids are GF; 3m doesn’t promise 4+H.  If responder relays with 2♦, 
3m = 5+m, 3♥ = 5+H, 4+other (3♠ checks for 4-4 S fit), 3♠ = 5S, 4+H. 

 2N by responder shows 5H and 3♥ shows 6H, in case opener has a GF with a long m. 
2♦  ASPRO, 4+S and 4+minor.  Suggests extra values or a long minor else Pass.   

Continuations as 2.3.1, allowing for responder’s weakness. 
Opener’s 3-level rebids are GF; 3m doesn’t promise 4+S.  If responder relays with 2♥, 

3♥ = 5+S, 4+C, 3♠ = 5+S, 4+D. 
 2N by responder shows 5S and 3♠ shows 6S, in case opener has a GF with a long m. 

2♥  6+H   
2♠  6+S, INV (else pass 1♠). 

2N 21-23 BALish.  Muppet and TFRs. 
3m 6+m 

3M 6M, GF 

2.5 Over 1N (GF, 0-1H) 

2♣  relay 
 2♦+ resolve as usual 

2♦+ reverse relay with S shortage  
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2.6 Over 2♣ (any two shortages) 

2♦  Relay 
 2♥ Long clubs, LL or SL 

 2♠ Long diamonds, LL or SL 
 2N SL, long hearts 

 3♣ LL, hearts and spades 
  3♥ 5-6-1-1 

  3♠ 6-5-1-1, at least min+2 RP 
  3N 6-5-1-1, min or min+1 RP 

 3♦ SL, long spades, low fragment (so 7-1-1-4) 
 3♥ SL, long spades, middle fragment (so 7-1-4-1) 

 3♠ 7-4-1-1, at least min+2 RP 

 3N 7-4-1-1, min or min+1 RP 

2.7 Interference 

Interference gives the opponents a start in the race to find a fit or somewhere to play.  Both 

opener and responder need to bid a level higher than they would if we had the auction to 
ourselves.  If it’s a plausible option, and especially with shapely hands, responder (and opener) 

should show a suit.  

At the four level, and even at the five level, be willing to bid a long suit.  While it is routine to 

take the money at the five level (and avoid five over five) in normal auctions, interference over 

our strong club may necessitate action when opener has not yet had a chance to show his shape.  

2.7.1 General guidelines  

• Bid suits, don’t wait for points  

• If its close, don’t play for penalty, move auction to our comfort zone  

• Expect to lose imps.  Have a good attitude. 

• Be conservative when bidding slams. 

2.7.2 They X 

We pass with DN hands, split the GF hands that would have responded 1♦ between XX and 
1♦, and split the semipros hands between 1♥ (UNBAL or 6M322/7M222) and 1♠ (which shows 

all other (semi)BAL hands).   

If the double promises a specific suit then responder zooms (bidding 2♦+) with GF hands short 
in that suit.  If the double shows a two-suiter that includes spades then we zoom (bidding 2♦+) 

with a S shortage.  Otherwise we zoom with shortness in the higher-ranked of doubler’s suit.  

P 0-4 HCP, natural bidding.  Opener’s bid of 1N if his RHO bids suggests 19-21 BAL 

XX GF, BAL/semiBAL.   
 1♦ Relay (usually BAL but could be a hand that wants to ask)   

 1♥ 0-1S (2♣+) or 6M322/7M222 or a solid suit (1N) 
 1♠ 0-1H 

 1N 0-1D 
 2♣ any two shortages 

 2♦+  0-1C 
1♦  GF, short in D or C or any two shortness.  (1♥ relays with responses DOWN 1 STEP.) 

1♥  semipos with any shortness or 6M322/7M222 
 1♠ GF relay 
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  1N 0-1S (2♥+) or 6M322 or 7M222 (2♦) 
  2♣ 0-1H 

  2♦ 0-1D 
  2♥  two shortages 

  2♠+  0-1C 
 1N 15-18 BALish (but could be offshape: any 4441 or (31)-(54).  Responder should 

  invite with a good 7-8HCP. 
  2♣  Stayman.  Responder’s 2N doesn’t promise a major; 2♠ = 5+S, INV 

  2♦  TFR to H.  Rebid of 3m shows 55 or concentrated 54. 
  2♥  TFR to S.  Rebid of 3m and 3♥ shows 55 (else go via Stayman). 

  2♠  both minors or weak with 6+m.  Opener bids 2N with D preference. 
  2N (semi)BAL INV, <4M.  Opener can bid 3m to play with a 5+card suit. 

  3m 6+m, INV 
 2♣  15-18, ASPRO, 4+H and 4+other 

 2♦  15-18, ASPRO, 4+S and 4+minor 
 2M  15-18, 6+M 

 2N 15-18, both minors 
 3m 15-18, 6+m 

 3M (6)7M, INV 
1♠  semipos, BAL or semiBAL.   

 1N  BALish, 15-18 
 2♣ GF, relay (up one step) 

  Opener’s breaks at his next turn to bid show shortness in usual order (SHDC).  
 2♦ Stayman, usually two-suiter with 4M, 15-18 

 2M 5+M 
 2N both minors 

 3m 6+m 
 3M INV, (6)7M 

1N+ as without interference 

If responder bids 1M and 4th hand bids at the two level opener’s 2N is Lebensohl, e.g. 
1♣ X 1♠ 2♥ 

2N 
is a weak way to bid 3♣ or 3♦, or a GF BALish hand with more than one place to play, so 

typically only one stopper in hearts – 3N would show a double stop or one stop and a running 

suit. 

If the double shows a specific suit then we reorder the shortages and zoom with shortness in the 

suit shown.  For example, if X shows H and another then  
1♦  GF, short in C or D or any two shortness 

1N GF, short in S 
2♦+ GF, short in H 

If the double shows both majors then we treat spades as their suit and bid 2♦+ with S shortness. 

2.7.3 They overcall 1♦ 

While this takes little room we focus on showing responder’s shape with GF hands, even at the 
price of not being able to distinguish semipos hands from DN hands.  This is to ensure that 

responder has said something descriptive in the event there is further bidding by the opponents.  
Assuming the overcall is natural, responder zooms with hands short in D, bidding 2♦+ to show 

his shape. 

P Either 0-8 or a penalty pass.  This pass is not forcing but opener will normally balance.  
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X GF, BAL/semiBAL 9+  
1♥  GF with S shortness or 6M322 or 7M222 

 1♠ GF relay 
  1N 6M322 or 7M222 

  2♣+ 0-1S 
1♠  GF with H shortness   

1N GF with C shortness 
2♣ GF with any two shortages 

2♦+ GF with D shortness 

OPTION B:  

We pass with DN hands, double with hands that would have responded 1♦ and split the 1♥ 

response between 1♥ and 1♠ (which shows all (semi)BAL except 6/7M).   

With GF hands short in a minor we switch if the 1♦ overcall showed diamonds, zooming (2♦+) 
with hands short in D.  If the 1♦ overcall shows length in another suit then responder bids 2♦+ 

with hands that are short in the suit shown.  If the 1♦ overcall shows both majors then 

responder bids 2♦+ with hands short in S. 

P Either 0-4 or a penalty pass (but only penalty pass if 1♦ is natural).  This pass is not 

forcing but opener will normally balance anyway. 
X GF, either BAL/semiBAL 9+ or 0-1S or 0-1H or two shortages 

1♥  semipos with any shortness or 6M322 or 7M222 
 1♠ GF relay 

  1N 0-1S or 6M322 or 7M222 
  2♣ 0-1H 

  2♦ 0-1D 
  2♥  two shortages  

  2♠+  0-1C 
 1N 15-18 BALish (but could be offshape: any 4441 or (31)-(54).  Responder should 

  invite with a good 7-8HCP. 
  2♣  Stayman.  Responder’s 2N doesn’t promise a major; 2♠ = 5+S, INV 

  2♦  TFR to H.  Rebid of 3m shows 55 or concentrated 54. 
  2♥  TFR to S.  Rebid of 3m and 3♥ shows 55 (else go via Stayman). 

  2♠  both minors or weak with 6+m.  Opener bids 2N with D preference. 
  2N (semi)BAL INV, <4M.  Opener can bid 3m with a 5+card suit. 

  3m 6+m, INV 
 2♣  15-18, ASPRO, 4+H and 4+other 

 2♦  15-18, ASPRO, 4+S and 4+minor 
 2M  15-18, 6+M 

 2N 15-18, both minors 
 3m 15-18, 6+m 

 3M (6)7M, INV 
1♠  semipos, BAL or semiBAL.   

 1N  BALish, 15-18 
 2♣ GF, relay (up one step) 

  Opener’s breaks at his next turn to bid show shortness in usual order (SHDC).  
 2♦ Stayman, usually two-suiter with 4M, 15-18 

 2M 5+M 
 2N both minors 

 3m 6+m 
 3M INV, (6)7M 
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1N+ as without interference 

If responder bids 1M to show a semipros hand and 4th hand bids opener’s 2N is Lebensohl, e.g. 
1♣ 1♦ 1♥ 2♦ 

2N 
is a weak way to bid 3♣, or a GF with uncertainty, so typically only one stopper in diamonds – 

3N would show a double stop or one stop and a running suit. 

2.7.4 They overcall 1♥–3♣ naturally 

We no longer relay. 

Pass Weak or interest in penalties.  Responder’s subsequent bid of overcall suit is an offer to 
play, not a cuebid. 

X takeout, good 5+ at 1/2 level.  Over 1M may be BAL 5-8 with no good alternative.   
next three suit bids TFR, good 5+ if can be accepted at 2 level, INV+ if must be accepted at 

3 level 
Raise of overcalled suit ("cue")  a GF hand not suitable for any descriptive call  

1N good 5-8, BALish, stopper in their suit.  Opener has to jump or cue to force. 
2N 9+ BALish, stopper in their suit 

jump (but not to 3♠) good 5-8 with a two-suiter (at least 55) in the bid suit and the next-
ranking suit (e.g. 3♦ = D+H, 3♥ = H+S) 

jump to 3♠ 9-12 or 15+, BALish, stopper in their suit that wants partner to declare (so often 
Axx/Kxx) 

3N (12) 13-14, BALish, stoppers in their suit 
4m Leaping Michaels (H+m unless they have bid hearts; H+om and H+S if they have 

shown a minor), either a minimum game-forcing hand or a serious slam try 

Specific sequences 

1♣ (1♥) ?   

  1♠ TFR to clubs 
  2♣ TFR to diamonds 

  2♦ TFR to spades 
  2♥ GF hand not suitable for any descriptive call 

  2♠ good 5-8, S + C, NF 
  3♣ good 5-8, C + D, NF 

  3♦ good 5-8, D + H, NF 
  3♥ ? 

  3♠ TFR to 3N 

1♣ (1♠) ?   
  2♣ TFR to diamonds 

  2♦ TFR to hearts 
  2♥ TFR to clubs, INV+ (because acceptance is at the three level)  

  2♠ GF hand not suitable for any descriptive call 
  3♣ good 5-8, C + D, NF 

  3♦ good 5-8, D + H, NF 
  3♥ good 5-8, H + C, NF 

  3♠ TFR to 3N 

1♣ (2♣) ?   
  2♦ TFR to hearts 

  2♥ TFR to spades  
  2♠ TFR to diamonds, INV+ (because acceptance is at the three level) 
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  3♣ GF hand not suitable for any descriptive call 
  3♦ good 5-8, D + H, NF 

  3♥ good 5-8, H + S, NF 

  3♠ TFR to 3N 

1♣ (2♦) ?   

  2♥ TFR to spades 
  2♠ TFR to clubs, INV+ (because acceptance is at the three level) 

  3♣ TFR to hearts, INV+ 
  3♦ GF hand not suitable for any descriptive call 

  3♥ good 5-8, H + S, NF 

  3♠ TFR to 3N 

2.7.5 They overcall 1N/2N 

(shows C+D) 

P <9HCP, not a good 5+HCP and 5+M.  Later X = t/o 
X 9+BALish, next X by both partners = t/o 

♣ H+S, good 5+ 
♦ TFR, 5+H 

♥ TFR, 5+S 

(shows something else) 
P <9HCP, not a good 5+HCP and 5+M.  Later X = t/o 

X 9+BALish, next X by both partners = t/o 
suit TFR 

Same method over 2N but a TFR at the three level shows an INV hand with a 6+card suit or a  
GF hand. 

2.7.6 They overcall 3♦+ naturally 

The auction is NF, so pass/double inversion does not apply. 

X takeout 

suit bids NAT and GF 
4N 15-16 if a jump, otherwise takeout 

cue Michaels. 

2.7.7 They overcall 1♥+ showing something other than just the suit they bid 

Do the opponents promise an anchor suit? 

• If the intervention is likely to be passed out, we treat it as natural with the bid suit as the 
anchor suit.  This includes natural overcalls, two- or three-suited overcalls including the 

bid suit, multi-meaning overcalls including natural one-suited in the overcalled suit. 
o If the intervention shows a major suit that may be only four cards in length then 

we play TFRs into all four suits. 

• If the intervention promises a known two-suiter that does not include the overcalled suit, 

we play unusual vs unusual defence UNLESS one or both of their suits is a major that 
might be only four cards, in which case we can TFR into that suit. 

• If the intervention promises an anchor suit (one-, two-, or three-suited) in another suit, 

we treat it as if that other suit is overcalled (so X is t/o of that suit, P could be a penalty 
double of the shown suit). 

• If the intervention promises an unknown two-suiter, we treat as if no suit is overcalled. 
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If there is no anchor suit 

If the opponents make a multi 2♦ (or analogous) overcall then we use our Multi defence (X = 

takeout of the higher-ranking suit, step = takeout of the lower-ranking suit). 

Otherwise, the anchor suit defence EXCEPT: 

• we TFR to all four suits 

• X shows 9+BALish (next X = takeout) 

• 1N shows good 5-8 BALish, may have 4M (continuations as after opener rebids 1N) 

• 2N shows a specific two-suiter, good 5-8 

• 3♠ shows good 5-8, good 6S 

If the opponents show a specific two-suiter 

If the opponents show a specific two-suiter then we use the anchor defence BUT we can TFR to 
a major suit if they might have only four cards in the suit.  For example, if 1♣ (2♦) shows D and 

H but may only have four hearts then  
X takeout for the black suits 

2♥  TFR to S 
2♠ TFR to C 

3♣ TFR to H 
3♦ GF hand not suitable for any descriptive call 

3♥  good 5-8, H + S, NF   

If the opponents make a multi-meaning overcall that could be NAT 

If the opponents show a suit but could have alternatives OR if they make a bid that shows a 

major suit that may only be four cards then we use the anchor suit defence EXCEPT:  

• we TFR to all four suits. 

This applies to overcalls like 1♣ (1♥) where the overcall shows:  

• hearts or takeout of hearts (X = t/o of hearts) 

• hearts or the blacks (X = t/o of hearts) 

• spades or the minors (X = t/o of spades) 

For example, if the opponents overcall 1♥ showing 4+H, or showing (5+H or takeout of 

hearts), or showing (hearts or the blacks), then  

1♣ (1♥) 1♠ TFR to clubs 
  2♣ TFR to diamonds 

  2♦ TFR to hearts 
  2♥ TFR to spades 

  2♠ good 5-8, S + C, NF 
  3♣ good 5-8, C + D, NF 

  3♦ good 5-8, D + H, NF 

  3♥ good 5-8, H + S, NF 

We apply the same principles to overcalls like 1♣ (2♣) where the overcall shows both minors or 

both majors.  Now X = takeout of C (and D), 2N = BAL GF, 2♦/2♥/2♠ and 3♣ are TFRs to 
H/S/C and D respectively, 3♦ = good 5-8 with 5+D and 5+H, and 3♥ = good 5-8 with 5+H 

and 5+S.  
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2.7.8 After responder doubles for takeout 

If responder doubles at the one- or two-level this is classic takeout, semipos or better, or a 
flexible GF+ (where X is a better start than TFR and NS/cue).  N.B. With a flexible GF with 

5M, prefer to TFR rather than start with X unless you have no sensible rebid after a TFR is 

accepted. 

• Lebensohl applies if the double is of a 2♦ or 2M overcall. 

• If Lebensohl does not apply then opener's non-jump responses, including 1N, show a 

min and are NF.  Responder’s raise is INV; any other bid by responder is GF: a NS 
shows a 5-card suit. 

• Opener's jump response is GF and shows 5+ cards.  (This is NOT a fast arrival 

situation because responder may have a GF flexible hand lacking support.)  A NS by 

responder shows 4+cards (in a major)/5 cards (in a minor) and a hand that was strong 
enough to GF.  A cue initially asks for a stopper if below 3N.  

• Opener's jump NT response is NAT and GF.  

• With other GF hands opener cues and we bid 4+card suits up the line (except that 
responder shows 5M before a lower-ranked 4-card suit).  

• Opener's jump to game shows a min hand with a 6+card suit and a shapely hand.  

• (If available) Opener's below game double jump (say  
1♣  1♥ X  P 

3♠/4m)  
sets the suit and is slammish: responder cues with any GF hand.  

• If advancer bids/raises, Opener's free bid shows extras and is GF if at the three+ level; 

X is responsive and shows extra values or shape, but is not necessarily GF if at the two 

level.  

• If advancer redoubles, Opener's bid suggests a strong preference (so usually 5+card 
suit); a P shows no preference.  Opener's jumps are still GF. 

2.7.9 After responder makes a transfer bid 

After a 5+ TFR: 

• Opener has less than a GF: 
o 1N: 15-18 with stopper 

o Accept the transfer: could be a doubleton.  Responder’s non-forcing 
continuations are 2N and a rebid of his suit.  All others are GF. 

o Non-jump new suit: natural, forcing one round.  Responder’s non-forcing 
continuations are 2N, raise, rebid.  All others are GF. 

o Non-jump 2N: Lebensohl (opener’s new suit that ranks lower than responder’s 
is NF).  (Also applies if 4th hand bids.) 

o Jump raise with 4-card support (unlikely to be 4333) or 3-card support with a 
singleton or void. 

• Opener has a GF: 

o new suit at two- or three-level (if 2Y then follow with cue-bid or new suit; rebid 

of suit or 2N are NF) 
o Jump shift: SPL raise with minimum values (15-18) 

o Jump to 2N: NAT, GF 
o Non-jump 2N then raise: natural and GF.  3N by responder is a suggestion of 

contract, not serious/non-serious. 
o Non-jump 2N then a new suit that ranks higher than responder’s: flexible hand, 

indicating 3N is possibly a good contract. 
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• Responder’s rebids in a new suit after a TFR are natural and game-forcing.  This 

includes bids in suits the opponents may or may not have, i.e. we only cue their suit 
when it is guaranteed to be real. 

• If 4th hand raises or bids a new suit then double by opener or responder is takeout .  

EXCEPTION: if the double is of a “cue” by 4th hand of responder’s suit when the 

double shows three-card support, e.g. 
1♣  (1♠) 2♦ (2♥) 

X     3H 
2N    Lebensohl 

3m    NAT, GF 

3♠/4m   SPL, (3)4+H 

• If responder’s TFR is doubled then 2N is a GF 3+card raise, not Lebensohl – with NF 

hands opener passes then bids as a new suit is GF.  Other calls show:  
accept three-card support, NF 

pass  0-2 card support (XX by transferrer is a reTFR; direct NS is weak; XX then NS is 
 strong).  Later new suit by opener is weaker than bidding the suit directly 

XX to play 

raise  competitive (so usually min with 4-card support) 

After an INV+ TFR: 

These show a 6+card suit with INV strength or 5+cards if GF (and a suitable rebid if opener 

accepts the TFR).  With a minimum-strength hand opener accepts the TFR; this does not 
promise support.  All of opener’s bids other than accepting the tfr are GF; a cue is initially a 

stopper ask if below 3N, otherwise it agrees opener’s suit or shows a hand too strong to bid 

game. 

• A jump cue or in a new suit is a SPL raise. 

2.7.10 Lebensohl  

If we double a two-level overcall for takeout and have not already established a game-force, then 

2N is Lebensohl by both opener and responder, e.g.  
1♣  (2♥) X (P) 

2N shows a min opener wanting to bid 3x in response to the takeout double, a direct 3x is 

forcing.   

Lebensohl also applies in auctions like 
1♣ (2♠) P (P) 

X  

where direct three-level bid shows a good 5-8 and 2N shows less). 

If opener (responder) bids 2N and responder (opener) bids something other than 3♣ the bid is 

NAT and GF UNLESS responder bids 3♦ (if a new suit) or cues, which is just a general GF.  

Opener’s 2N is also Lebensohl after a 2-level transfer by responder.  With a non-GF hand 

responder bids 3♣ or rebids the suit he has transferred to.  For example 

1♣  (1♠) 2♦ [H] (P) 
2N  P 3♦  

where 2N is Lebensohl (usually minimum with a long minor), 3♦ is GF but does not promise 

4+D 

but 
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1♣  1♠ 2♣ [D] P 
2N  P 3♦ 

where 2N is Lebensohl (usually min with long C), 3♦ shows a min hand with long diamonds; 3♥ 

would be NAT, promising 4+H and 3♠ would be a general GF. 

2.7.11 Responder bids 4M over a 2nd-seat overcall 

A jump to 4M shows a good 7+card suit (something like KQJxxxx) and usually denies any 

outside high-card controls.  This sets the trump suit unless opener jumps to slam or bids a grand 

slam in a new suit.  We use Turbo over this; new suits are cue bids. 

A non-jump to 4M just shows a (5)6+card suit.  It does not set the trump suit, so opener’s bids 

of game in other suits are to play.  4N is RKC for responder’s suit but a new suit (even at the six 
level) after the response to RKC shows a hand that was too strong to bid game only – what 

would otherwise be asking bids are to play in a cramped auction like 
1♣ 3♠ 4♥ P 

4N P 5♥ P 

6♣. 

2.7.12 Pass/Double Inversion 

If the opponents intervene at a high level (above 3N) when responder has shown an INV+ hand 

and opener has not made a shape-showing call, we invert the meaning of pass and double:  

• X shows a (usually min) hand with support but doubt about whether to bid or defend 
(often BAL);  

• Direct bids show extra length in that suit  

• Pass forces partner to double (if he would have passed a penalty double); now bids AT 
THE FOUR LEVEL show tolerance for other strains while bids at the five level are 

slam tries. 

• A direct 4N is RKC (for the last shown suit if more than one bid) 

o Passing then removing partner’s X to 4N is takeout 
o Passing then bidding 4N over partner’s bid (instead of X) is RKC for the 

agreed/last bid suit 

For example, after 
1♣ (2♥) 3♣ (4♥) 

? 
or 

1♣ (3♥) 4♦ (4♥) 
? 

4♠ shows long (6 good or 7+) S.  With a flexible hand (say 5134 or AT9863 2 AK6 A75 [2005 

BB]), opener passes and then removes responder’s double to 4♠. 

2.7.13 Opener rebids 1N or 2N (natural) 

We treat these as though we overcalled 1N or (a non-jump) 2N over their opening, including if 

there is further bidding.  

If opener rebids 2N, the opponents have shown a suit and responder has not shown a suit then 

we use a simple structure, i.e. TFRs to all four suits, with a TFR to their suit Stayman.  If their 

suit is clubs then 3♣ is Stayman and 3♠ is a TFR to diamonds. 

If neither the opponents nor responder have shown a suit then we use Muppet and TFRs with 

3♠/3N+ inversions. 
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2.7.14 The opponents interfere after 1♣ (P) 1♦ 

Within four steps 

We are NOT in relay because opener can describe his shape, so system is on. 

• As usual, if they have bid or show a suit and opener can be short in that suit then we 
zoom with hands that have 0-1 cards in the suit they have shown, otherwise we zoom 

with D shortness as usual. 

o Note that if they show clubs opener zooms with C shortness and step one shows 

(semi)BAL, a hand that wants to take control or D shortness, e.g. 
1♣ P 1♦ 2♣ 

P    (semi)BAL or D shortness 
X    0-1S or 6M322/7M222 

2♦    0-1H 

2♥    any two shortages 

2♠+    0-1C 

o If they show a two-suiter with spades (whether by doubling or bidding) then we 

treat spades as their suit and zoom with a S shortage, e.g. 
1♣ P 1♦ X [S+m] 

P    (semi)BAL or C shortness 
XX    0-1H or 6M322/7M222 

1N    0-1D 
2♣    any two shortages 

2♦+    0-1S 

o If opener passes to show a (semi)BAL hand or a hand that wants to take control 
or a hand with shortness in C (or another suit) then responder’s double is a relay 

response (showing a [semi]BAL hand), not a double for PENALTIES, e.g. 
1♣ P 1♦ 1♠ 

P P X  (semi)BAL 
  1N  0-1D 

  2♣  6M322/7M222 or solid suit 

  2♦+  0-1C. 

Over higher interference 

Relays are broken so we revert to natural bidding. 

P typically BAL without a stopper.  Responder’s reopening X is takeout, noting that 
responder cannot have 0-1 cards in a major 

X takeout 
2N natural and system is on (if there is a known suit, we treat it as if the bidding has started 

with (2X) 2N). 
Non-jump suit bids Natural.  Responder can bid NT with a stopper, cue to ask for a stopper, 

bid a suit naturally (showing 5+cards), raise or jump (SPL) with support.  
Cue two-suiters not covered by leaping Michaels 

Jumps to 4m  leaping Micheals. 

2.7.15 Interference over 1♣ (P) 1♥ 

We revert to bidding as though the opponents opened.  If the opponents’ X 1♥ to show hearts 

then opener’s XX is a takeout double of hearts. 
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2.7.16 Interference over 1♣ (P) 1♠ 

We revert to bidding as though the opponents opened.  If the opponents’ X 1♠ to show spades 

then opener’s XX is a takeout double of spades.  

2.7.17 Interference over 1♣ (P) 1N+ 

If the opponents double or make an overcall within four steps (i.e. one that does not take us 

more than two steps above normal shape resolution) then we can continue to relay (Pass) while a 
double is penalties.  If the opponents bid higher then we are out of relay and bid in a similar 

manner to the way we handle an overcall of a shortness-showing opening except that we do not 

use Rubensohl as the auction is already GF:  

X takeout, suggesting 2+ places to play 
2N NAT, 15-18 or 21+, usually with at least 1.5 stops 

suit 5+cards 
3N (jump) NAT, 19-20 

jump 6+cards (fast arrival applies in the majors so a jump to 3M is stronger than a double 
jump to 4M) 

2.7.18 Delayed interference after 1♣ (P) 1♦ (P), 1♥ 

If the opponents make a delayed overcall within four steps (or double) to show a specific suit 

then we follow our usual principles: 

• If responder can be short in that suit then we zoom with hands that have 0-1 cards in the 

suit they have shown, otherwise we zoom with C shortness as usual. 

• If responder passes with a (semi)BAL hand opener’s double is for penalties, step shows a 

BAL hand or a hand that wanted to relay and step+1 and higher show hands with C 
shortness, e.g. 

1♣ P 1♦ P 

1♥ 2♣ P P 
X    penalties 

2♦    relay (up two steps) 

2♥+    C shortness (up one step) 
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3 1♦ Opening 

The 1♦ opening shows a good 11-14 balanced (including 5M332) or a good 10-14 points with 

5422 (including 5M422)/6m322/7m222.  Opener’s range is (5)6-10RP (5-8RP if known to be 

min; 7-10RP if max).   

A priori, 19% of hands are opened 1♦ and opener has 4333/4432/5m332 61.3% of the time; 

5M332 12.1%; 5M422 10.3%; 5m422 10.3%; 6m322 5.5%; and 7m222 0.5% of the time.  
Opener has five-card major 22.4% of the time he opens 1♦ and a four-card major 51.5% of the 

time. 

While there is no direct response that is a relay, 1♥ is either natural or a slam INV relay.  In some 
auctions when we have an 8+card fit, responder has the option of relay continuations (asking for 

RP and PCB) or of using non-serious 3M+1/serious cues and Turbo. 

3.1 Responses 

We take advantage of the always BAL opening to make competitive responses of 2♠, 2N 
(showing both minors) or 3m with <INV hands and a 5+card suit.  With 5H and less-than-INV 

values we can bid a multi-meaning 2♣.  With short D or a long suit responder can have as few as 
zero HCP.  With no slam interest and an obvious game (e.g. with a 6+card major) jump to game 

directly. 

One-of-a-major responses are NAT but tend to deny five+cards in the suit unless holding four 

or more cards in the other major or INV+ strength.  1♥ can also be the start of a relay with a 
slam INV hand, usually BAL or semiBAL as UNBAL hands usually do better to describe than 

relay.   

P NV “I’d rather do this than bid”; V suggests 3+D 
1♥ 4+H, may have longer minor if <GF OR ART slam INV, usually BAL or semiBAL. 

1♠  4+S, may have a longer minor if <GF. 
1N 6-11 HCP, <4M, no game opposite 4333/4432 13-14.  Could be 2-2-(54) or even (31)-

(54) 
2♣ 5(6) H, <INV OR <4M, INV OR <4M, GF+, denies a three-card major if GF + with 

both minors 
2♦  4+H, GF, may have longer side suit 

2♥ 4+S, GF, may have longer minor 
2♠ 5-6 card suit, <INV 

2N 5C and 4+D, <INV OR GF with at least 54 in the minors and a three-card major 
3x a decent 6+ card suit, <INV 

3N to play 
4m TFR to corresponding major 

4M to play 
4N at least 55 minors 

5m to play 

3.2 After 1♦-1♥ 

1♥ is mostly natural; rarely a relay with slam interest and most often a BALish hand.  Responder 
can relay over any of opener’s rebids, with the relays following the usual procedure: ascertain 

exact shape then, as appropriate, strength in RP and the location of honours.  If responder does 
not have 4+H then in some auctions responder must relay as routine actions like bidding 3N 

promise 4H and offer a choice of contracts, or are serious/non-serious cue bids. 
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After a 1♠ or 1N rebid the relay is 2♦.  As this is most often used when responder has a hand 
without slam interest we limit opener’s initial responses to showing his length in hearts (two or 

three cards).  This minimises information leakage even though it means opener’s shapes are 

resolved higher than desirable from a relay perspective. 

1♦-1♥  

1♠  4-5S, <4H (2♦ GF relay) 
1N 2-3H, <4S, <6m (2♦ GF relay) 

2♣  6C322, min 2-2-2-7  
 2♦  GF relay 

 2♥  2-2-3-6 (2N) or 2-2-2-7 (3♣+) 
 2♠  2-3-2-6 

  2N+ 3-2-2-6 
2♦  6D322, min 2-2-7-2 (2♥ GF relay) 

2♥  4H or 5H332 (2♠ GF relay) 
2♠  max, 5H422 or 4H5m22 (2N GF relay: 3♣ 4H5m22; 3♦+ 5H422) 

2N min, 5H422 (3♣ GF relay: 3♦+ 5H422) 
3♣  max 2-2-2-7 (3♦ GF relay) 

3♦  max 2-2-7-2 (3♥ GF relay) 

3♥  max 5-4-2-2 (3♠ GF relay) 

3.2.1 Puppet and relay after 1♦-1♥-1♠ 

Opener rebids 1♠ on all hands with four or five spades and fewer than four hearts.   

After opener’s 1♠ rebid, 2♦ is a game forcing relay and 2♣ is a puppet to 2♦ to play there or 

show INV hands.  2N is a puppet to 3♣, showing long clubs or a GF three-suiter.  As well, 

responder can describe rather than relay with shapely hands with interest beyond game.  

If responder wants to play in 4♠ if opener has a five-card spade suit then he needs to relay with 

2♦ and then step over opener’s response.  Note that this will disclose additional information 
about opener’s shape when opener is declarer (in a spade contract or if opener rebids 2N in 

response to responder’s second relay).  

Responder has a number of ways to show slam interest with shortness.  With spade support 

responder jumps immediately to 4m when he has a weak spade holding.  With stronger holdings 
responder either uses the 2N puppet (shows a three-suiter with four hearts) or the 2♦ relay 

(suggests 5+H). 

With long hearts – a six+card suit – and a void responder starts with 2♣ then bids 3♠ or 4m.  
With a singleton responder can make an immediate jump rebid of 3♥ with a poor suit (typically 

Hxxxxx).  If responder instead uses the 2♦ relay this shows a singleton and, if a six-card suit, a 

good suit.   

2♣  either D signoff OR any INV with 4+H OR choice of games with 5H332 

 2♦  most hands 
  2♥  5+H, INV 

  2♠  4S INV 
  2N  4H BAL, INV 

  3♣  4H and 5+C, INV 
  3♦  4H and 5+D, INV 

  3♥  6+H with a good suit, INV 
  3N Choice of games with a 5H332 hand 

  3♠/4m void in bid suit, 6+H, slam try with weak suit 
 2♥  max, 5-3-(32).  Now 3♦ to play. 
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 2♠  max, 5-2-3-3 or 5-2-(42).  Now 3♦ to play. 
2♦  GF relay 

2♥  5H, less than INV 
2♠  4S, less than INV 

2N forces 3♣, either less-than-INV with (5)6 C or GF three-suiter with 4H.  If responder 
has 4S then it shows HHxx or HJxx or better in spades else jump directly to 4m. 

 P  to play 
 3♦  S (high) SPL, GF, so 1-4-4-4 or 0-4-4-5 or 0-4-5-4 

 3♥  D (middle) SPL, GF, so 4-4-1-4 or 4-4-0-5 
 3♠  C (low) SPL, GF, so 4-4-4-1 or 4-4-5-0 

3m at least 55, interest beyond game 
3♥  6+H, slam interest, weak hearts (needs HJ or better) and controls 

3♠ 4 weak S (needs HHxx or HJxx), slam INV, prefers to ask opener’s opinion re slam 
prospects rather than relay (3N suggestion of contract; cue and Turbo with slam interest) 

3N to play (not interested in 4♠ if opener has 5S) 

4m SPL, 4 weak S (needs HHxx or HJxx), slam INV (Turbo) 

2♦ Relay 

After responder relays with 2♦, opener shows whether he has two or three hearts.  Responder 

can now relay for opener’s full shape or SPL with a slam try in H. 

After 1♦-1♥-1♠-2♦-?  

2♥    2H 
 2♠ relay 

  2N 4-2-2-5 (3♦)/4-2-5-2 (3♥-3N) 
  3♣ 4-2-3-4 (3♥)/4-2-4-3 (3♠/3N) 

  3♦ 5-2-3-3 
  3♥ 5-2-2-4 

  3♠/3N 5-2-4-2  
 2N GF+, 5(6)H, S SPL 

 3♣ GF+, 5(6)H, D SPL 
 3♦ GF+, 5(6)H, C SPL 

 3♥ slam try in H with good suit, prefers Turbo to relaying 
 3♠ slam try in S with good S, prefers Turbo to relaying 

 3N to play 
 4m SPL, slam try in S with good S, prefers Turbo to relaying 

 4♥ to play 
2♠    3H 

 2N relay 
  3♣ 4-3-2-4 (3♥)/4-3-4-2 (3♠/3N) 

  3♦ 4-3-3-3 
  3♥ 5-3-2-3 

  3♠/3N 5-3-3-2  
 3♣ slam try, 5(6)H, S SPL 

 3♦ slam try, 5(6)H, D SPL 
 3♥ slam try, 5(6)H, C SPL 

 3♠ slam try in S with good S, prefers Turbo to relaying 
 3N to play 

 4m SPL, slam try in S with good S, prefers Turbo to relaying 
 4♥ to play 
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3.2.2 Puppets and relay after 1♦-1♥-1N 

After opener’s 1N rebid, 2♦ is a game forcing relay and 2♣ is a puppet to 2♦ to play there or 
show INV hands.  2N is a puppet to 3♣, showing long clubs or a GF three-suiter.  As well, 

responder can describe rather than relay with shapely hands with interest beyond game.   

Responder has a number of ways to show slam interest with shortness.  With a six-card suit and 
a void responder starts with 2♣ then bids 3♠ or 4m.  If responder instead uses the 2♦ relay this 

shows a singleton and, if a six-card suit, a good suit.  Poor suits (typically Hxxxxx) make an 

immediate auto-splinter, showing both shortness and requesting good trump support. 

2♣  either D signoff OR any INV with 4+H OR choice of games with 5H332 (rebid 3N) 

 2♦  forced 
  2♥  5+H, INV 

  2♠  4-6 INV 
  2N  4H BAL, INV 

  3♣  4H and 5+C, INV 
  3♦  4H and 5+D, INV 

  3♥  6+H with a good suit, INV 
  3N Choice of games with a 5H332 hand 

  3♠/4m void in bid suit, 6+H, slam try with weak suit 
2♦  GF relay 

2♥  5H, less than INV 
2♠  at least 4-5, interest beyond game 

2N forces 3♣, either less-than-INV with (5)6 C or GF three-suiter with 4H 
 P  to play 

 3♦  S (high) SPL, GF, so 1-4-4-4 or 0-4-4-5 or 0-4-5-4 
 3♥  D (middle) SPL, GF, so 4-4-1-4 or 4-4-0-5 

 3♠  C (low) SPL, GF, so 4-4-4-1 or 4-4-5-0 
3m at least 55, interest beyond game 

3♥  6+H, slam interest, needs HH or better in hearts and controls 
3♠ S SPL, 6+H, slam INV 

3N to play 

4m SPL, 6+H, slam INV  

2♦ Relay 

After 1♦-1♥-1N-2♦: 

2♥    2H 
 2♠ relay 

  2N 3-2-3-5 (3♦)/2-2-4-5 (3♥-3N) 
  3♣ 3-2-4-4 

  3♦ 3-2-5-3 
  3♥-3N 2-2-5-4  

 2N GF+, 5(6)H, S SPL. If 6+H then slam try with a good suit and a singleton 
 3♣ GF+, 5(6)H, D SPL. If 6+H then slam try with a good suit and a singleton 

 3♦ GF+, 5(6)H, C SPL. If 6+H then slam try with a good suit and a singleton 
 3♥ slam try in H with good suit, prefers Turbo to relaying 

 3♠ S void, slam try in H with good 6+H, prefers to show shape rather than relay 
 3N to play 

4m void in m, slam try in H with good 6+H, prefers to show shape rather than relay   
 4♥ to play 

2♠    3H 
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 2N relay 
  3♣ 3-3-3-4 (3♥)/2-3-3-5 (3♠)/3-3-2-5 (3N) 

  3♦ 2-3-4-4 
  3♥ 3-3-4-3 

  3♠ 2-3-5-3 
  3N 3-3-5-2  

 3♣ slam try, 5(6)H, S SPL.  
 3♦ slam try, 5(6)H, D SPL.  

 3♥ slam try, 5(6)H, C SPL.  
 3♠ S singleton, slam try with good 6+H, prefers to show shape rather than relay 

 3N to play 
4m m singleton, slam try with good 6+H, prefers to show shape rather than relay   

 4♥ to play 

3.2.3 1♦-1♥-2♥ 

Opener raises with four- or five-card support.  The single raise denies the shape and strength for 

a raise of 2♠ or 2N.  Three-card raises are not needed as responder will usually respond 2♣ 

rather than 1♥ unless holding four spades or INV+ strength. 

With slam interest responder can relay, show a side suit or show shortness.  With game interest 
responder makes an ART game try so opener can show values that would be wasted opposite 

shortness. 

After 1♦-1♥-2♥-?  

2♠ Relay.  Slam INV hands with fewer than 4H have to relay. 
 2N 2-4-3-4 (3♦.3♠)/3-4-2-4 (3♦.3N)/3-4-3-3 (3♥)/2-4-4-3 (3♠)/3-4-4-2 (3N) 

 3♣ 2-4-2-5 (3♥)/2-4-5-2 (3♠)/5-4-2-2 (3N) 
 3♦ 4-4-2-3 (3♠)/4-4-3-2 (3N) 

 3♥ 2-5-3-3 
 3♠ 3-5-2-3 

 3N 3-5-3-2 
2N ART game try 

 3m values that would be wasted opposite shortness 
3m NAT slam try 

3♥ general game INV, needs controls and good trumps 
3♠/4m  SPL, usually 5+H, slam try 

3N 4H and choice-of-game 

3.3 After 1♦-1♠ 

There are no relays after a 1♠ response.  Consequently, opener’s rebids are similar to those after 
a 1♥ response but the continuations are different and mostly natural.  With slam interest we 

revert to Turbo once a trump suit is agreed.  As well, after a 1N rebid responder can show 

shortage in analogous ways to auctions that start 1♠-1♥-1N. 

1♦-1♠  

1N 2-3S, <6m 
2♣  6C322 or min 2-2-2-7  

 2♦  ART GF 
 2♥  4+H, INV, NF 

 2♠  to play (typically 5-4-3-1) 
 2N INV 
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 3♣ INV 
 jump GF SPL, 3+C 

2♦  6D322 or min 2-2-7-2 (continuations similar to above but 3♣ is the ART GF) 
2♥  4S, maximum, so usually 4S522 but could be a control-rich 14 count with 4432 (2N is an 

ART game try; 3m/3H are long-suit slam tries; 3N offers a choice of games; and jumps 
are SPL slam tries) 

2♠  4-5S, minimum strength (2N is an ART game try; 3m/3H are long-suit slam tries; 3N 
offers a choice of games; and jumps are SPL slam tries)  

2N 5S, max (3m/3H are long-suit slam tries; 3N asks for cue bidding; and jumps are SPL 
slam tries) 

3♣  max 2-2-2-7 (3♦ and 3♥ show stoppers; 3♠ is NAT, GF and sets trumps for game) 
3♦  max 2-2-7-2 (3♥ shows a stopper; 3♠ is NAT, GF and sets trumps for game) 

3♠  min with 5 good spades and controls outside (e.g. AQJ9x Axx xx xxx) 

After 1♦-1♠-1N we use a puppets and ask mechanism similar to that after a 1♥ response. 
2♣  Forces 2♦ unless opener has a max 5H4m22 when he rebids 2♥ [3♦ to play]) 

 2♥  INV, 5+S and 4H 
 2♠  INV, 5S (or weak 6-card suit) 

 2N INV 4S, BALish 
 3♣  INV, 4S and 5+C 

 3♦  INV, 4S and 5+D 
 3♥  INV, 5+S and 5+H 

 3♠  INV, 6S 
 3N choice of games with 5S332 

 4m/4♥  void, slam try with 6+S 
2♦  GF ask 

2♥  5+S and 4+H, less-than-INV 
2♠  5S, to play 

2N forces 3♣, either less-than-INV with (5)6 C or GF three-suiter with 4-5S 
 P  to play 

 3♦  H (high) SPL, GF, so 4-1-4-4 or 4-0-4-5 or 4-0-5-4 or 5-0-4-4 
 3♥  D (middle) SPL, GF, so 5-4-0-4  

 3♠  C (low) SPL, GF, so 5-4-4-0 
3m/3♥ at least 55, interest beyond game 

3♠ 6+S, slam interest, weak suit (needs HJ or better in spades)  
3N to play 

4m/4♥  SPL, 6+S, slam interest, weak suit (needs HJ or better in spades)   

After 1♦-1♠-1N-2♦ opener makes a descriptive bid. 
2♥  4-5H 

 2♠  waiting, often 5S, c 
 2N GF+, 5+S, 0-1H 

 3♣  GF+, 5+S, 0-1D 
 3♦  GF+, 5+S, 0-1C  

 3♥  slam INV, 4+H, no SPL  
 3♠  6S, slam try, good suit, prefers non-serious/serious and Turbo to relaying 

 4m slam INV, 4+H, SPL  
2♠  3S 

 2N waiting, could be 5-2-4-2 or 5-2-2-4 looking for a minor fit for slam 
 3♣  slam INV, 5+S, H SPL 

 3♦  slam INV, 5+S, D SPL 
 3♥  slam INV, 5+S, C SPL 
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 3♠  slam try, 5+S, no SPL to show, prefers cues/Turbo to relaying else respond 1♥ 

 4m/4♥  SPL, 6+S, slam interest, good suit   

2N 2-3-x-y or 2-2-x-y 

 3♣  choice of games (or slam try), 5+S, H SPL 
 3♦  choice of games (or slam try), 5+S, D SPL 

 3♥  choice of games (or slam try), 5+S, C SPL 
 3♠  6S, slam try, good suit, prefers non-serious/serious and Turbo to relaying 

 3N to play 

 4m/4♥  SPL, 6+S, slam interest, good suit   

3.4 Responder (re)bids 1N 

3.4.1 Continuations after 1♦-1N 

Responder denies 4M.  Suggests about 6-11 HCP but could be less especially NV.  Opener’s 
rebid of 2m shows five cards, often 5422 with at least one small doubleton.  Responder should 

strive to bid on if game is possible opposite 13-14HCP from opener.   

1♦-1N-? 
P  most hands with no game interest 

2m  natural, 5m 
2M  maximum, 5M 

2N min 6+m (think lebensohl) 
 3♣  Pass-or-correct 

3m  max, 6m322 or 7m222 

3.4.2 Continuations after 1♦-1♥-1♠-1N 

Responder has about 6-11 HCP, usually exactly 4H and <4S.   

1♦-1♥-1♠-1N-?  

P  most hands  
2m 4-2-(25)  

2♥  5-3-(32) 
2♠  5-2-(42) 

3.5 After 1♦-2♣  

Multi-meaning: one of: 

• 5(6)H, <4S, <INV; or 

• <4M, INV; or 

• <4M, GF+. 

Note that BAL/semiBAL hands with serious slam interest start with 1♥ and relay, as do mild 
slam tries with good suits.  If opener shows mild slam interest and denies a shortage this suggests 

a suit that needs help, at least HJ-doubleton. 

1♦-2♣ 
2♦ a hand that would raise a less-than-INV hand with 5H to 3♥ or higher (typically 4-5H 

and not 3-4-3-3) 

2♥ normal 

After 1♦-2♣-2♥ 
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P less-than-INV with 5(6)H 
2♠ GF+ with a long m 

 2N asks 
  3♣ 6+C  

   3♦ ask 
3♥ no shortness (3N) or 0-1S (4♣ mild slam interest; 4♦+ 

slam interest, Turbo; 5♣ no slam interest) 
    3♠ 0-1H 

    3N 0-1D, choice of games 
    4♣ 0-1D, mild slam interest 

    4♦+ 0-1D, slam interest, Turbo 
  3♦ 6+D, S shortness 

  3♥  6+D, H shortness 
  3♠ 6+D, C shortness 

3N mild slam interest, 6D322/2-2-7-2 or 6+D with stiff A, a suit that needs 
help (at least HJ-doubleton or H-third) 

2N INV, no 4+M 
 3m 5+m, to play 

 3M 5M, max (N.B. can't have 5H if bid 2♥ rather than 2♦) 
3m INV, 6+m 

3♥  GF BALish (note that opener cannot have 5H if he rebid 2♥) 
 3♠ 5S 

3♠ 0-1S, 5+C, 5+D 
3N 0-1H, 5+C, 5+D 

4♣ 0-1H, 5+C, 5D, slam interest 

4♦ 0-1H, 5+C, 6D, slam interest 

After 1♦-2♣-2♦ all is as above EXCEPT 

2♥ GF BALish OR 5(6)H with game interest now that partner has a super-accept 
 2♠ asks which 

  2N BALish 
   3♣ 5H 

   3♦ 5S (so 5-4-2-2) 
  3♣ 5H, 0-1S 

  3♦ 5H, 0-1D 
  3♥ 5H, 0-1C 

3♥ less-than-INV with 5(6)H 

3.6 Continuations after 1♦-2♦ and 1♦-2♥ 

2♦ and 2♥ are transfers, promising at least four cards in the major being transferred to and GF+ 
values.  Responder can have a longer outside suit.  With slam interest and a shortage responder 

should typically start with one of these responses; with slam interest and BAL or semiBAL 

(5422) hands responder should start with 1♥ and relay over opener’s rebid. 

These bids are designed to enable us to have quick GF auctions, while making it harder for the 

opponents to intervene. 

3.6.1 Continuations after 1♦-2♦ 

Opener’s priority is to show how many cards he has in hearts: 2♥ shows three-card support, 3♥ 
shows four-card support, and higher bids show five-card support.  With only two hearts opener 
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makes a NAT, descriptive bid: 2♠ with 4-5S, 3m with a six- (or seven-) card suit and 2N 

otherwise.   

2♥ 3H 

2♠ 4-2-x-y or 5-2-x-y 
2N 3-2-x-y or 2-2-(54) 

3♣ 2H and 6+C, so 2-2-3-6 or 3-2-2-6 or 2-2-2-7 
3♦ 2H and 6+D, so 2-2-6-2 or 3-2-6-2 or 2-2-7-2 

3♥ 4H 
3♠ 5H, min (think non-serious) 

3N 5H, max, soft values that would be wasted opposite a S SPL (so rejecting a S SPL slam 
try) 

4♣ 5H, max, soft values that would be wasted opposite a D SPL (so rejecting a D SPL slam 
try) 

4♦ 5H, max, soft values that would be wasted opposite a C SPL (so rejecting a C SPL slam 
try) 

4♥ 5H, max, accepting all SPL slam tries 

Further bidding is essentially NAT, although opener can relay for responder’s shortness if 
responder shows a two-suiter.  Once we find a fit we use non-serious/serious to show two tiers 

of SPL and Turbo.  N.B. With a slam try without a shortage responder would have started with 

1♥ and relayed, so all slam tries promise a shortage. 

After 1♦-2♦-2♥ 
2♠ 4+S and 4H 

 2N not 4S 
 3m 3H and 6m 

 3♥ 3H and 5S 
  3N non-serious SPL, only interested in slam opposite max (4♣ asks H or L) 

4m serious SPL, H/L 
 3♠ 4S 

  3N non-serious SPL, only interested in slam opposite max (4♣ asks H or L) 
4m serious SPL, H/L 

2N BAL/semiBAL, giving opener an opportunity to show 6m or 5S 
3♣  5+C 

 3♦ asks for SPL (H/L) 
3♦  5+D 

 3♥ asks for SPL (H/L) 
3♥ 5H, offering a choice between 4♥ and 3N 

3♠ 5+H, S SPL, slam try 
3N 4H, to play 

4m 5+H, SPL, slam try 

4♥ 5H, to play. 

After 1♦-2♦-3♥ 

3♠ non-serious SPL, only interested in slam opposite max (3N asks HML) 
3N serious SPL, S shortness 

4m serious SPL, D and C shortness 

3.6.2 Continuations after 1♦-2♥ 

Opener’s priority is to show how many cards he has in spades: 2♠ shows three-card support, 3♠ 
shows four-card support, and higher bids show five-card support.  With only two spades opener 
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makes a NAT, descriptive bid: 3♥ with 5H, 3m with a six- (or seven-) card suit and 2N 

otherwise.   

Note that responder has denied four or more hearts so his subsequent 3♥ shows a weak 

doubleton in the suit.  With this holding and if concerned about a lead-directing double of the 

2♥ response responder can start with a natural 1♠. 

2♠ 3S 

2N 2S and not 5H or 6-7m 
3♣ 2S and 6+C, so 2-2-3-6 or 2-3-2-6 or 2-2-2-7 

3♦ 2S and 6+D, so 2-2-6-2 or 3-2-6-2 or 2-2-7-2 
3♥ 5H and 2S 

3♠ 4S 
3N 5S, min (think non-serious) 

4♣ 5S, max, soft values that would be wasted opposite a H SPL (so rejecting a S SPL slam 
try) 

4♦ 5S, max, soft values that would be wasted opposite a D SPL (so rejecting a D SPL slam 
try) 

4♥ 5S, max, soft values that would be wasted opposite a C SPL (so rejecting a C SPL slam 
try) 

4♠ 5S, max, accepting all SPL slam tries 

Further bidding is essentially NAT, although opener can relay for responder’s shortness if 

responder shows a two-suiter.  Once we find a fit we use non-serious/serious to show two tiers 
of SPL and follow that with Turbo.  N.B. With a slam try without a shortage responder would 

have started with 1♥ and relayed, so all slam tries promise a shortage. 

After 1♦-2♥-2♠ 
2N BAL/semiBAL, giving opener an opportunity to show 6m or 5H 

3♣  5+C 
 3♦ asks for SPL (H/L) 

3♦  5+D 
 3♥ asks for SPL (H/L) 

3♥ weak doubleton H 
3♠ 5S, offering a choice between 4♠ and 3N 

3N 4S, to play 
4m/4♥ 5+S, SPL, slam try.   

4♠ 5S, to play. 

3.7 Interference over 1♦ 

3.7.1 They double 

We use transfer responses starting from the redouble.   

1♦ (X) ? 
P NV “I’d rather do this than bid”; V suggests 3+D 

XX  4+H 
1♥  4+S 

1♠  Transfer to NT.  Over 1N rebid, continuations are natural. The bid is usually made with 
8-11, although responder may have more.  Subsequent doubles by opener are takeout. 

1N Transfer to C 
2x  Transfer to next suit, GF with 6+ or less-than-INV, 5+cards. 

2N 5C and 4+D, <INV OR GF with at least 54 in the minors and a three-card major 
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3x  NAT, weak   

If opener accepts the transfer to a major suit at the one-level this shows three cards in the major.  

Puppets and 2♦ ask applies if the opponents pass. 

Opener’s strong raises still apply, so for example 1♦ (X) XX (P), 2♠ is a good heart raise.  There 

are no relays after the opponents interfere over a 1♦ opening so our usual rules when a major is 

agreed below 3M apply.  

3.7.2 They overcall at the one- or two-level 

If the overcall is 1♥ or 1♠ we use transfers.  If the overcall is higher, responder uses essentially 

the same methods as he does after a NAT notrump bid, i.e. X is takeout (opener’s 2N is two 

places to play), new suits at the two-level are NAT and NF, and 2N+ is Rubensohl.  

1♦ (1♥) ? 
X  4+S.  Opener bids 1♠ with 3S, 1N rebid does not guarantee a stopper, 2♥ is a good raise, 

2N a min raise with 5S, and 3m shows a max 7222.  Puppets and 2♦ ask all apply after 
opener rebids 1♠ or 1N. 

1♠  Transfer to NT.  The bid is usually made with 8-11, although responder may have more.  
Over opener’s 1N rebid, continuations are natural, with 2♥ GF asking for a stopper.  

Subsequent doubles by opener are takeout. 
1N Transfer to C. 

2♣  Transfer to D. 
2♦  NF, 3S and 4+D and 4+C, like a negative double without 4S. 

2♥  weak, 5+S or GF, 6+S 
2♠  Stopper ask for H. 

2N Both minors, less-than INV 
3m  weak, 6+m 

3♥  Transfer to 3N; anti-positional 3N bid 
3♠  weak 

3N to play 
4m weak 

4♠ to play 

4N  both minors. 

1♦ (1♠) ? 

X  4H.  System on (so 2♠ is a max raise, 2N a min raise with 5H).  A 1N rebid does not 
guarantee stoppers and puppets and 2♦ ask applies. 

1N  NAT, 8-11 HCP 
2♣  TFR to D 

2♦  TFR to H 
2♥  TFR to C, INV+  

2♠  Stopper ask 
2N Both minors, less-than INV 

3m  weak, 6+m 
3♥  weak, 6+H 

3♠  Transfer to 3N; anti-positional 3N bid 
3N to play 

4m weak 
4♥ to play 

4N  both minors 
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3.7.3 After responder transfers at the two level 

Opener accepts the transfer unless he has a max with 5M or 6-7m (bid that suit) or 4+card 
support.  If responder’s TFR is INV+ opener’s only NF bid is to accept the TFR; opener’s other 

bids are NAT and GF. 

After opener accepts a transfer, responder can pass.  Responder’s non-forcing rebids are 
“rebidding” his suit at the three-level (6+, INV) or bidding 2N (NAT, INV).  Responder’s bids 

in suits not previously shown are NAT and GF; a cuebid is a stopper-ask.   

3.7.4 Fourth hand bids 2♦ or 2M after second hand overcalls or doubles and responder 

shows some values 

Opener’s 2N is “bad” showing a weaker way to get to the three level than a direct bid 

3.7.5 They overcall 1N  

We use ASPRO, our defence to a notrump opening: 
1♦ (1N) ? 

X  Penalty 
2♣  H and another  

2♦  S and a minor 
2M/3m 6+card suit 

2N Both minors, 5+D and 5+C 

3.7.6 They overcall at the three-level  

After higher interference, most bidding is natural including negative doubles (up to 4♥), weak 
jump shifts, and new suits natural and forcing to game.   

3.7.7 After a fourth-seat overcall 

If opponents make a non-jump overcall after a 1M response, or a below-game overcall of a 2♦ 

or 2♥ response, we play support (re)doubles to show three-card support.  Opener’s extra-
strength or extra-shape raises are still on in competition after a 1M response, since these bids 

otherwise have no natural meaning.  

If the opponents make a non-jump overcall after a 1N response then opener’s 2M and 3m are 
NAT, showing a max with extra length (so 5M and a good 6-7m respectively).  2N shows a 

weaker hand wanting to compete at the three level; and X is takeout for the minors. 

If the opponents compete after a 1♥ response opener needs to be alert in case responder has the 

slam INV hand that intended to relay.  Responder’s 3N suggests that hand rather than one with 
4+H; responder’s cue is initially such a hand looking for a stopper for notrumps.  If 4th hand 

makes a jump overcall of a 1♥ response opener can double to show a good hand with four-card 
support (typically 4H522) and bid 3♥ with 5H.  Opener’s 3m shows a hand that would have bid 

3m over 1♥ without interference and 2N, if available, shows a max with 6m3H22 (responder’s 

3♣ is pass-or-correct). 

If the opponents compete after a 2♣ response we treat this as though responder has transferred 

to hearts, i.e. 

• if the opponents double or bid 2♦ then double shows 3H and 2♥ shows 4H; opener bids 

3♥ with a min and 5H and 2N with a max and 5H; and  

• if the opponents bid 2♥ or higher then double shows 4H; opener bids 3♥ with a min and 

5H and 2N with a max and 5H.  
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4 The One-Shortness Openings 

These openings follow the rule of good 19, i.e. we open 73, 64 or 55 with a well-placed 9 HCP 

(typically with 6RP) and 54 with a well-placed 10 HCP.  However, most 4441s require 11 HCP 

to open.  Opener’s range is (5)6-10RP (5-8RP if known to be min; 7-10RP if max). 

4.1 Finding a fit 

Finding our best fit can be problematic.  We aim to find an acceptable fit (at least 7 cards) with 

less-than-INV hands.  With INV or stronger hands we relay (step).  Opener has room to show 
min/max after the 1♠, 1N and 2♣ openings but not after opening 1♥.  With an INV that won’t 

be comfortable if opener zooms with long spades responder should find an alternative response. 

A key to finding an acceptable fit is the “weak relay” responses.  These are step+1 and step+2 
over the 1♥, 1♠ and 1N openings.  They show at least three cards in the bid/shown suit and 

tolerance for at least one other strain.  As a general rule, opener: 

• passes (bids 2♠ over a 1N response to 1♥) with 4-card support and no 6+card suit; 

• raises with 5-card support and not a good max; 

• double-raises with 6-card support and a min; 

• bids 2N or his known shortness to show a good max (if both are available then the 

shortness suggests 5 losers while 2N suggests 6 losers) EXCEPT that the sequence  
1N-2♥-2N  

shows a minor two-suiter with a doubleton H; or 

• bids his longest suit with 3- (or 2-) card support, jumping to show a 5-loser hand with a 

good suit. 

4.2 1♥ opening 

This is an exception: the opening does not specify the short suit, and it includes 6511 hands with 
shortness in both minors.  Importantly, opener promises at least two cards in both majors and 

usually has at least three cards.  Not knowing opener’s shortness means that he can’t bid that suit 

to show a good raise. 

4.2.1 Responses 

1♠  INV+ relay 

1N D shortage, including 5-6-1-1 and 6-5-1-1 (which are shown by rebidding 2♠ 
then 3♦) 

  2♣  GF relay 
  2♦  INV, 3-4S, at least two places to play (Opener’s 2N is Lebensohl; 3m GF) 

  2♥  INV, 3+H, <3S  (Opener’s 2N is Lebensohl; 3m GF) 
  2♠  INV, 5+S, usually <3H  (Opener’s 2N is Lebensohl; 3m GF) 

  2N NAT, INV, rarely 3M  (Opener’s 3♦ is GF) 
  3♣  NAT, INV, rarely 3M  (Opener’s 3♦ is GF) 

 2♣ C shortage, min 
  2♦  GF relay 

  2♥  INV, 3+H 
  2♠  INV, 3+S, usually <3H (but prefer 2♠ with 5S and 3H) 

  2N NAT, INV 
 2♦+ C shortage, max 

1N 3+S, usually <INV, playable in at least one other strain 
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2♣  3+C, <3S, usually <INV, playable in at least one other strain 
2♦  6+D 

2♥  5+H, usually <3S 
2♠  5+S, usually <3H 

2N Both minors, less-than INV 
3♣  good (6)7C, mild INV, e.g. , Ax x Qxx KQTxxxx.  With weaker hand respond 2♣ then 

rebid 3♣ 
3♦  good (6)7D, mild INV.  With weaker hand respond 2♦ then rebid 3♦ 

3M  6+M, happy to play opposite a doubleton 
4M to play 

4N minor two-suiter 

4.2.2 Continuations 

Because opener’s shortage is unknown there is some ambiguity in a few sequences.  For example,  
1♥-2♣-2♦ may be 4-4-4-1 rather than promising 5+D. 

4.3 1♠ opening 

This shows 0-1H. 

4.3.1 Responses 

1N INV+ relay 

 2♣  min 
  2♦ GF relay, up one step 

  2♥  INV, looking for best contract, 3-4S, at least two places to play 
  2♠  5+S 

  2N NAT 
  3♣  INV, looking for best contract, 3+C, <3S 

  3♦  INV, 6+D 
 2♦+ max, showing shape as usual 

2♣  3+C, at least two places to play 
2♦  3+D, <3C, at least two places to play 

2♥  6+H 
2♠  5+S.  Opener’s 3♠ is competitive, 3♥ is INV and 2N shows a max with at least 55 in the 

minors and only 2S. 
2N Both minors, less-than INV 

3♣  6+C 
3♦  6+D 

3♥  INV, good 6+H  
3♠ 6+S 

4N minor two-suiter 

4.4 1N opening 

This shows 0-1S and denies 5+H unless opener is 0-5-4-4. 

4.4.1 Responses 

2♣  INV+ relay 
 2♦  min 

  P to play (typically 5D) 
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  2♥  GF relay, up one step 
  2♠  INV, 4H, two places to play 

  2N NAT 
  3♣  INV, 3+C, 0-3H, two places to play 

  3♦  INV, (5)6+D 
  3♥  INV, 5+H 

 2♥  max, long C 
 2♠  max, 4+C and 4+D, either 55 or three-suited 

 2N+ max, long D 
2♦  3+D, two places to play 

2♥  3+H, <3D 
2♠  6+S 

2N Both minors, less-than INV 
3♣  (5)6+C 

3♦  6+D 
3♥  6H 

3♠ INV, good 6+S  
4N minor two-suiter 

4.4.2 Continuations 

If responder bids 2♥, opener has 2♠ available to show a good raise (which must be max 0-5-4-4), 

so 2N is used to show a hand with at least 55 in the minors and 2-3H. 

If responder bids 2♦, opener can rebid 2♥ to show 1-4-3-5, 1-4-2-6 or similar; 1N denies 5+H 

unless opener is 0-5-4-4. 

4.5 2♣ opening 

Exceptionally, this shows both a specific shortage (0-1S) AND length is a specific suit (5+H).  

This is so as to help us when the auction becomes competitive: the opponents are likely to have 

S length so we need to know about our H fit. 

4.5.1 Responses 

2♦  INV+ relay 

 2♥  min 
  P to play 

  2♠ GF relay, up one step 
  2N INV, NAT 

  3♣  INV, 3+C, 3+D, 0-1(2)H 
  3♦  INV, (5)6+D, 0-1(2)H 

  3♥  INV, 3H 
 2♠  max, 5+H, 5+minor 

 2N+ max, 5+H, single-suiter or two-suiter with 4m 
2♥  (1)2-3H, to play 

2♠  6+S 
2N Both minors, less-than INV 

3♣  (5)6+C 
3♦  (5)6+D 

3♥  3+H, <INV 
3♠ INV, good 6+S  

4m 6+m, weak 
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4N minor two-suiter 

4.6 Interference 

4.6.1 Finding a fit if opener’s LHO doubles 

P (of 1M) suggests 3+M 

 (of 1N) “Please bid your longest suit” 
 (of 2♣) NV “I’d rather do this than bid”; V suggests 4+C or 0-1H and 3C 

 later X by responder shows a good hand  
XX (if X = strong)  “Please bid the next step and pass my bid”  

 (if X = t/o or shows the suit or is anything other than always strong) 
 (12)13+HCP, interest in penalties (next X = t/o) 

other similar to an uncontested auction except that  
(1) there is no relay, so a bid that would otherwise be a relay shows at least two places to 

play with three or more cards in the bid suit or, if 1N, three or more cards in the suit 
opener bid; and  

(2) only the first two bids show at least two places to play, e.g. 

 1♥ (X) 1♠ 3+S, at least two places to play 

  1N 3+H, at least two places to play 

  2♣ 5+C 

 1♠ (X) 1N 3+S, at least two places to play 

  2♣ 3+C, at least two places to play 

  2♦ 5+D 

 2♣ (X) P 4+C or 0-1H and 3C and <5D 

  2♦ 4+D, at least two places to play 

  2♥ 2+H 

4.6.2 Finding a fit if opener’s LHO overcalls at the one or two level 

• Double is t/o, at least two places to play or a flexible GF (cue or bid a major at the three 

level). 

o Opener usually bids his cheapest 4+card suit but can show a five-card major 
before a four-card minor.  Opener can jump with extra values and a 6+card suit 

(and maybe cuebid known shortness with a max 55?). 

▪ Without a fit and with <GF values, responder bids his cheapest 4+card 

suit; with GF values responder cues or bids opener’s known short suit (if 
that wasn’t the overcalled suit) or bids 3M (new suit), usually five-card 

suit. 

o Opener’s 2N is two places to play (so usually both minors) if that makes sense, 
e.g. 

1♠ 2♥  X P 

2N = 2-3S and usually 55 in the minors (could be 4D and 5C). 

o Otherwise, opener’s 2N is Lebensohl and 3x shows extras, either directly or after 
an exchange of bids, e.g.  

1♥ 2♦ X P 
2♥  P 2♠ P 

3♣ = max 
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• Responder’s two level bid of a suit opener has 2+cards in shows 5+ cards and is NF. 

o Opener’s 2N is two places to play (so usually both minors) if that makes sense.  

Otherwise, it is Lebensohl and a new suit at the three-level shows extras. 

o With 4-card support opener raises with a min and cues/bids his known shortness 

with a max. 

o With 5+card support opener jump raises.  With a max and a void opener can 
jump cue, e.g.  

1♠ 2♥ 2♠ P 
4♥ 

shows a hand like Kxxxx – AKQJx xxx 

• Responder’s 2N-3♠ is Rubensohl, competitive or GF if the suit can’t be bid at the two 

level; INV+ if it can be bid at the two level; 3♠ asks opener to rebid 3N. 

o After a 1♥ opening responder’s TFR to a minor shows a 6-card suit if not GF.  

Because responder may have bid opener’s shortage a new suit by opener does not 
promise extras but suggests a 6+card suit with 0(1) cards in responder’s minor.  

To GF opener needs to raise, cue or jump (NAT, good 6+card suit and max, 

usually not short in responder’s suit). 

o After a 1♠ or 1N opening opener accepts the TFR with any min and bids higher 

with a max, a new suit suggesting 6 cards. 

• Responder’s bid of/TFR to opener’s known short suit is NAT (showing a good 6+card 

suit) if the overcall is in another suit, e.g. 1♠ (2♦) 2♥/3♦ 

• Responder’s cue/TFR to cue shows at least 55 in the other suits/Michaels if the overcall 

was in opener’s known or possibly short suit, e.g. 1♥ (2♦) 3♣ = 55 majors; 1♠ (2♦) 3♣ = 

55 spades and clubs; 1♠ (2♥) 3♦ = 5S and 5m 

4.6.3 After a 2♣ opening 

When the opening is 2♣ opener promises 5+H, so we adjust these methods so that H bids are 

raises.  Other bids of 2N-3♠ are Rubensohl.  Thus 

2♣ (2♦)  

  2N TFR to C 
  3♣ INV+ H raise 

  3♦ TFR to S 
  3♥ (3)4H, competitive 

  3♠ TFR to notrumps 
  4♣ Fit-showing jump 

  4♦ SPL in D, (3)4+H, at least mild slam interest 

  4N minor two-suiter 

and 

2♣ (2♠) 2N TFR to C 
  3♣ TFR to D 

  3♦ INV+ H raise 
  3♥ (3)4H, competitive 

  3♠ TFR to notrumps 
  4m Fit-showing jump 

  4N minor two-suiter 
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4.6.4 Finding a fit if opener’s LHO overcalls 3♣+ 

• Responder’s double is takeout, two places to play or a flexible GF.  A double of 3♥ or 

higher is GF. 

o Opener usually bids his cheapest 4+card suit but can show a five-card major 

before a four-card minor.   

o If the pre-empt is in opener’s known short major then 3N by opener cannot be 
NAT.  Instead, it shows useful information so that opener’s four-level bids are 

better defined. 

For example  

▪ after 1N (3♠) X (P) opener would like to show exactly 4H (so he can bid 
4♥ with 0-5-4-4) and bid 4m to show his longer minor and deny 4H 

(which allows responder to rebid 4♥ to show a five-card suit and to bid 
4♥ directly over 3S with a six-card suit) 

3N = 4H 

▪ after 2♣ (3♠) X (P) opener has already shown 5H so would like 4m to 

show a five-card suit and 4♥ to show 6+H 

3N = 1-5-(43) 

▪ after 1♠ (3♥) X (P) opener will rebid 3♠ with 4+S so would like to 
distinguish between hands with three and two spades 

3N = 3S 

• Responder’s three-level bid in a suit opener promises 2+cards in shows 5+cards and is 

NF. 

• Responder’s four-level bids are NAT and GF. 

• Responder’s cuebid is Michaels 

If the overcall is below three of opener’s known shortness after a 1♠ or 1N opening we 
make the following adjustments: 

• Responder’s bid of three of opener’s known shortness is a TFR to the next sui t with 

5+cards, either NF or GF. 

• Responder’s higher bids (up to and including 4♦) are TFRs.  A TFR to the opponent’s 

suit shows a Michaels two-suiter. 

For example 

1♠ (3♣) 3♦ 5+D, competitive 
  3♥ 5+S, competitive or GF 

  3♠ Michaels, 5S and 5D 
  4♣ 6+D, GF 

  4♦ 6+S, slam interest (4♥ = last train) 
  4M to play 

  4N minor two-suiter 

Things are a bit different when the opening is 2♣ because opener promises 5+H. 

2♣ (3♦) X 5+C and 2H 

  3♥ 3+H, competitive  
  3♠ (3)5+C and a S stopper, asking for 3N if opener has a D stopper 

  4♣ 6+C, GF 
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  4♦ 3+H, slam interest 

  4M to play 

4.6.5 After a 1♥ opening when we don’t know opener’s shortness 

Not knowing opener’s shortness complicates auctions that are already difficult.  Responder 

should follow the odds if the opponents show length in a minor: if overcaller promises seven 
cards in his suit then 87% of the time that will be opener’s short suit.  Even when responder has 

a singleton in the overcalled suit opener is more likely to be short in that suit. 

After a two- or three-level overcall in a minor and a pass by responder, opener should usually 
reopen with shortness in the bid suit. 

Some adjustments are needed to cater for the uncertainty about which minor opener is short in. 

1♥ (3♣) 3♦ usually 6+D.  Forcing as opener hasn’t promised 2+cards in the suit 
1♥ (3M) 4♣ 6+C (opener’s 4♦ shows a misfit and may be 4-4-4-1) 

1♥ (3M) 4♦ 6+D (opener’s 4oM shows a misfit and may be 4-4-1-4) 

4.6.6 4th seat intervention  

If the opponents double a “weak relay”, opener: 

• bids his longest suit (cheaper suit if 55) with 2-card support 

• passes with 3-card support 

• redoubles with 4-card support; 

• raises with 5-card support; and 

• jump raises with 6-card support. 

If the opponents bid over a “weak relay”, opener: 

• passes with 2- or 3-card support and no (5)6-card suit he wants to show 

• doubles with 4-card support; 

• raises with 5-card support;  

• jump raises with 6-card support; 

• bids a 6-card suit; or 

• bids 2N (Lebensohl) to show a hand that wishes to compete (a direct 3-level shows a 

max with a 6-card suit). 

If the opponents double or bid over a 5+card response, opener: 

• can, but is not required to (re)double with 3-card support; 

• raises with 4-card support; 

• jump raises with 5+card support; 

• cuebids the opponent’s suit or his known shortness to show a max hand with 4+card 

support and at most 5 losers. 

If the opponents double or bid over an INV+ relay we follow our usual relay rules.   

• After a 1♠ relay in response to a 1♥ opening and an overcall of 2♣ or 2♦ by the 

opponents we zoom with shortness in the overcalled suit.  For example 

1♥ (P) 1♠ (2♦) 
P C shortage (note that responder’s X is PEN so the relay is 2♥) 

X min, D shortage 

2♥+ max, D shortage, up one step 
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5 The Two-Shortness and 6M322/7M222 Openings 

These openings are designed to fill the gap that would otherwise exist: except for hands with 

shortages in both minors, opener has no way to show 6511 or 7411 hands that choose not to 
open with a pre-empt, and including 6M322 and 7M222 hands in the 1♦ opening would make it 

difficult to find 6-3 and 6-2 major-suit fits.  Because these openings consume space and provide 
few opportunities for INV sequences opener should be wary of opening light.  Opener’s range is 

10-14 HCP and (5)6-10 RP (5-8RP if min, 7-10RP if max). 

5.1 2♦ Opening 

This shows a hand with at least 5S and a number of shapes: 6S322, 7-2-2-2, 5S6m11, 6S5m11 

and some 7S4m11s, if opener chooses not to open these hands 4♠ or 3N. 

5.1.1 Responses 

2♥ relay, can be weak 

 2♠ 6-7S, not suitable for a higher response 
  2N GF relay 

   3♣ 6-2-2-3 (3♥) or min 7-2-2-2 (3♠/3N) 
   3♦ 6-2-3-2 

   3♥ 6-3-2-2 
   3♠ min 6-1-1-5 

   3N min 6-1-5-1 
 2N 5S and 6m 

  3m pass-or-correct 
  3♥ GF relay 

  3♠ INV 
  4m pass-or-correct 

 3m max, 6S and 5m (step = GF relay, 3♠ = to play) 
 3♥ max, 7-2-2-2 (3♠ = to play; 4♣ = GF relay) 

 3♠ max, 7-1-1-4 or 7-1-4-1 
2♠ to play 

2N TFR to C, INV+ 
3♣ TFR to D, INV+ 

3♦ TFR to H, INV+ 
3♥ INV, 3S 

3♠ to play 
3N to play 

4m SPL, (3)4S, at least mild slam interest 
4M to play 

5.1.2 Interference 

They double 

XX interest in penalties 

2♥ relay, can be weak.  Continuations as without the double. 
2♠ to play 

2N/3m/3♥ TFR 
3♠ to play 

4m fit-showing, 3+S and good 5+m.   
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They overcall 

X penalties 

suit GF 

5.2 2♥ Opening 

This shows 6H322 or 2-7-2-2 with 10-14 HCP.  There are no suit quality requirements but 

opener could treat an honourless 6-card H suit as a 5332 and open 1♦. 

5.2.1 Responses 

2♠ 5+S, F1 
2N INV+ relay 

 3♣ min (3♥ NF) 
 3♦+ max, 2-6-2-3 etc 

3m 6+m, INV  
3♥ to play 

3♠ INV, good 6+S 
3N to play 

4m fit-showing, 3+H and good 5+m.  To help opener decide what to do over 4♠. 
4M to play 

4N RKC 

5m to play 

5.2.2 Interference 

They double 

XX interest in penalties 

2N/3m  TFR 
3♥ to play 

3♠ SPL, 3+H, slam interest 

4m fit-showing, 3+H and good 5+m.  To help opener decide what to do over 4♠. 

They overcall 

X penalties 

suit GF 

5.3 2N Opening 

This shows a 6511 hand with hearts and a minor.  The opening is designed to pre-empt the 

opponents’ spades. 

5.3.1 Responses 

3♣ pass or correct  
3♦ GF relay 

 3♥ H and C 
 3♠ 1-5-6-1 

 3N 1-6-5-1 
3♥ to play 

3♠ (6)7S, INV 
3N to play 
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4m pass or correct 
4M to play 

4N asks for longer m 

5m pass or correct 

5.3.2 Interference 

They double 

P asks opener to bid his 6-card suit 

3m pass-or-correct 
3♥ to play 

4m pass or correct 
4M to play 

4N asks for longer m 

5m pass or correct 

They overcall 3m 

X asks opener to pass with length in the suit else bid his 6-card suit 
3♥ to play 

4m pass or correct 
4M to play 

4N asks for longer m 

5m pass or correct 

They overcall 3♥ 

X penalties 

3♠ cue raise in hearts 
4m H support, wants opener to bid over 4♠ with length in this minor 

4♥ to play 
4N asks for longer m 

5m pass or correct 

They overcall 3♠+ 

X penalties 

4m pass or correct 
4♥ to play 

4N asks for longer m 

5m pass or correct 

5.4 3♣ opening 

This shows 1-1-5-6 or 1-1-6-5 (or 6610 but we don’t show that) and 10-14 HCP and (5)6-10 RP. 

5.4.1 Responses 

Pass/3♦ to play 

3♥ GF relay 
 3♠ 1-1-5-6 

 3N 1-1-6-5 
3♠ (6)7S, INV 

3N to play 
4m pre-emptive 
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4M to play 
4N asks for longer m 

5m to play 

5.4.2 Interference 

They double 

XX penalty interest 
P/3♦ to play 

3M to play 
4m to play 

4N asks for longer minor 

5m to play 

They overcall  

X penalties 
3M NAT, GF 

4m to play 
4N asks for longer minor 

5m to play 
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6 Preempts 

N.B. In 1st/2nd seats 3♣ shows 1-1-5-6 or 1-1-6-5. 

Focus on suit quality for pre-empts and weak jumps.  Good seven-carder if vulnerable.  3♦ can 

be 6 cards NV in 1st or 3rd seats.  3M could be 6 if favourable in 1st or 3rd and shapely (so not 

6322).  74s typically bid game in the long suit. 

6.1 2♠ opening 

A 2♠ opening is natural, with less than opening bid strength.  Vulnerable it shows a good 6 card 
suit with 5-9 (10) points.  Not vulnerable, we frequently open with a good 5-card suit in first or 

third seat. 

6.1.1 Responses 

2N = Artificial enquiry (Ogust-style), with modified responses when not vulnerable to allow 

responder to find out if opener has a five-card suit. 

 Vulnerable    Not vulnerable 

3♣ bad hand, bad suit  five-card suit (3♦ = artificial game force, 3M = to 

      play, 3OM = 5+cards, GF) 

3♦ bad hand, good suit  bad hand, bad suit 

3♥ good hand, bad suit  bad hand, good suit 

3♠ good hand, good suit  good hand, bad suit 

3N solid suit   good hand, good suit 

4m good hand, 64/65  good hand, 64/65 

New suit Natural, one-round force (V), non-forcing (NV) 

3M  to play, non-constructive 

4m  fit-showing 

2N followed by 4♣ = Weak Keycard ask 

2N followed by 3N: opener may correct to 4M with a shapely hand after showing bad hand.  

6.1.2 Interference 

After they double we play 2♠ as NF if NV and F if V, and 2N+ as TFRs (as after 1M is doubled) 

New suits are forcing after they overcall. 

Doubles by responder are for penalty. 

Doubles by opener are takeout suggesting 6430 shape. 

If they double or bid over Ogust we make step responses (P = step 1, X/XX = step 2) if the 
interference is within three steps (i.e. if we only need to go one step past 3 of the major to show 

step 4). 

6.2 Three-level openings 

4♣ over 3♦/3M (and 4♦ over 3♣) is a slam try.  With no interest opener bids step; with interest 

opener bids step+1 or higher to show keycards (1+Q, 2, 2+Q).  
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6.3 3N opening  

This shows a hand too good to open 4M, often an opening bid (10-14HCP) with 7411.  It 

suggests a good suit and 8-9 tricks, with as much as 3-4RP outside the long suit.  Responder 

bids: 

4♣  slam try, asking for extra tricks.  Opener shows or denies extras, and avoids bidding his 

suit. 
 4♦ (=H) and 4♥ (=S) deny extras 

 4♠ (=H) and 4N+ (=S) show extras 
4♦  Ask for partner's major. 

4♥  Mild slam try with 0-1H and 2+S, happy to play 4♥ if opener has hearts.  Turbo 
continuations if opener has spades. 

4♠  Mild slam try with 2+H and 0-1S, happy to play 4♠ if opener has spades.  Turbo 
continuations if opener has hearts. 

4N  Blackwood. 

5m  SPL, with support for both majors  
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7 Passed-hand bidding 

In 3rd and 4th seats we increase the minimum-strength requirement for 1♣ to 17+HCP, 

including so that responder can make a positive response.  Other than adjusting the ranges, 
defining a 3N opening as to play and opening 0-5-4-4 hands with 2♣, we use the same opening 

structure in 3rd and 4th seats as in 1st and 2nd.  Thus the shortness openings show 10-16HCP in 

3rd seat and 12-16HCP in 4th, while 1♦ shows (11)12-16HCP in both 3rd and 4th seats. 

7.1 1♣ opening  

The initial responses and continuations are the same as after a 1st or 2nd seat opening, i.e. 1♥ 

shows a semipos and 1♠ a double negative.  Responder’s ranges are:  

• GF with 7-10/11HCP;  

• semipos with 4-6HCP, 1-4RP (so opener needs a good 20 to relay; other bids show 17-

bad 20); and  

• DN with 0-3HCP, 0-2RP. 

7.2 1♦ opening 

This has a wider range than in 1st or 2nd: (11)12-16.  Responder cannot have a GF so we make 

some adjustments to the responses.  In particular, 2m and 2♥ are now NAT, with 2m showing 
either 6+cards or 5+cards INV opposite (14)15-16.  Note that both opponents have passed so 

there is less need to pre-empt, so 3m shows an INV hand with 6+m. 

After a 1M response and a 1♠ or 1N rebid by opener, we use XYZ except that 2♦ (which cannot 

be a GF) now shows 5M and 4+D; with 4M and 5+D rebid 2♣. 

1♥ 4+H, only 5+H if INV, with 4S or intending to pass a 1N rebid. 
1♠  4+S, only 5+S if INV, with 4+H or intending to pass a 1N rebid. 

1N 6-11, usually BAL/semiBAL, may be (31)-(54) 
 2m  (5)6+m 

 2M  NAT, INV (so 15-16, 5M) 
 2N NAT, INV (so 15-16, no 5M) 

 3m NAT, INV, 6-7m 
2♣ 6+C or 5+C, INV (so opener should bid with 15-16) 

 P min, 2-3C 
 2♦ 15-16, 6-7D 

 2M 15-16, 5M 
 2N 15-16, <5M 

 3♣ min with 4+C 
 3♦/3M  Stopper, 15-16, 4+C 

2♦ 6+D or 5+D, INV 
 P min, 2-3D 

 2M 15-16, 5M 
 2N 15-16, <5M 

 3♣ 15-16, 6-7C 
 3♦ min with 4+D 

 3M Stopper, 15-16, 4+D 
2♥  <INV, 5+H, <4S 

2♠  <INV, 5+S, <4H 
2N <INV, 5+C, 4+D 
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3m INV, good 6+m 

7.3 Shortness openings 

Because responder cannot have a GF opposite a non-1♣ opening we make some adjustments to 

the response structure with step showing a maximum passed hand.  Other responses are as in 1st 

and 2nd seats, except a jump to 3m over a 1♥ opening, which are INV one suiters. 

In reply to responder’s step response showing a max passed hand, opener bids step with any 
minimum (10-14); higher bids show good maximum-strength hands (typically 15-16HCP or the 

equivalent in playing strength).  EXCEPTION: When the opening was 1♥, opener follows the 
same general principle as after a relay by non-passed hand, i.e. step shows D shortage, step +1 is 

a min with C shortage and other bids are max with C shortage.  When opener shows a max the 

auction is GF except when a 1♥ opener shows the “wrong” shortage. 

With a maximum, opener’s cheapest bid shows a (semi)three-suiter.  In general, other suit bids 

are NAT, showing five+cards at the two level and six or more at the three level except where 
that is not possible (after a 2♣ opening).  Where possible, specific bids show two-suited hands (at 

least 55). 

After opener shows a minimum, responder’s rebids are the same as by a non-passed hand, 

except that there is no GF relay. 

7.3.1 1♥ Opening 

P-1♥-1♠  maximum passed hand except for minor one-suiters which respond 3m  
1N D shortage 

 2♣  3+C, at least two places to play 
 2♦  3+S, <3C, at least two places to play 

 2♥  5+H 
 2♠  5+S 

 2N usually 6D with spread values (with a good suit respond 3m) 
2♣ min, C shortage 

 2♦ 3+D, two places to play 
 2♥  3+H, two places to play 

 2♠  5+S 
 2N NF, values and length in C 

2♦ max, C shortage, 4+D, usually not 5M 
 2M NF, was hoping for D shortage 

 2N NF, was hoping for D shortage 
 3♣ GF, asking for 4-card major  

 3M GF, 5+M  
2M max, C shortage, 5+M (2N is NF, was hoping for D shortage) 

2N max, C shortage, at least 55 in S and a red suit.  3♣ asks opener to bid his major and is 
GF; 3♦ and 3♥ are pass-or-correct 

3♣ max, C shortage, at least 55 in D and H 
3♦ max, C shortage, 6+D 

3M max, C shortage, 6+M, <4oM 

7.3.2 1♠ Opening 

P-1♠-1N maximum passed hand 
2♣  min 

 2♦ looking for best contract, 3+C, at least two places to play 
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 2♥  looking for best contract, 3-4S, at least two places to play 
 2♠  5+S 

 2N NAT 
 3♣  6+C 

 3♦  6+D 
2♦ max, three-suited (so 4441, 5440, 5431 or 6430 with 6m) 

2♥  max, two-suiter (at least 55) in S and a minor (2N asks for the minor) 
2♠  max, 5+S 

2N max, 55 in the minors 
3m max, 6+m (3♠ by responder is looking for a 4-4 or 5-4 fit) 

7.3.3 1N Opening 

P-1N-2♣  maximum passed hand 

2♦  min 
 P to play (typically 5D) 

 2♥  4+H, two places to play 
 2♠  3+D, 0-3H, two places to play 

  2N equal length in the minors or 5C and 4D 
  3♣ usually 6+C, could be 1-4-3-5 

  3♦ 5+D 
 2N NAT 

 3♣  (5)6C 
 3♦  (5)6D 

 3♥  (5)6H 
2♥  max, three-suited (so 4441, 5440, 5431 or 6m430) with 4H 

2♠  max, three-suited (so 5431 or 6m430) with 3H 
2N max, 55 in the minors 

3m max, 6+m (3♥ by responder is looking for a 4-4 or 5-4 fit) 

7.3.4 2♣ Opening 

P-2♣-2♦  maximum passed hand 
2♥  min 

 P to play 
 2♠ INV, looking for best contract, 3+D 

 2N INV, NAT 
 3♣  INV, (5)6+C, 0-1(2)H, 0-2D 

 3♦  INV, 6+D 
2♠  max, 5H, and 43 or 44 in the minors (2N asks for longer minor) 

2N max, 6H 
3m max, 5+H and 5+m 

3♥ max, 7H 
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8 Relay Slam Bidding 

8.1 Relay breaks before shape is resolved 

8.1.1 Weak relay 

After responder shows a GF BAL/semiBAL hand (1♣-1♦-1♥-1♠), the 1♣ opener can relay as 

usual with 1N or make a weak relay of 2♣.  Responder needs 15+HCP to bid 2♥+ to continue 
responding to relays; with less he bids 2♦ and opener can show a long suit (2M or 3m) or bid 2N 

to allow Muppet or transfers. 

8.1.2 Delayed weak relay 

OPTION: With 18-20 BALish opener can make a delayed weak relay if responder bids 2♣-2N 
after 1♣-1♦-1♥-1♠-1N.  Responder needs 12+HCP and 7+RP to show shape (up one step). 

8.1.3 Reverse relay 

In a few auctions after a 1♣ opening a reverse relay can be made.  This shows a hand with 

nothing that cannot be revealed through relaying and PCB, i.e. the hand making a reverse relay 

will not have any Js or honours concentrated in short suits. 

A reverse relay is possible only after: 

1♣-1♦-1♠/1N Responder has only two shortages (clubs and diamonds) but has room to  

  show only one: diamonds 

1♣-1♦-1♥-1N The only shortage opener can have is in clubs 

1♣-1N  Because of the space consumed by responder, opener can only reverse relay in 

 one suit, in this case spades. 

8.1.4 Shortness-showing Relay Breaks 

These occur when we are already in a game forcing relay sequence.  If step + 1 at asker’s first 

opportunity is not a weak relay it shows shortness in teller’s longest suit or, if teller has shown 
two suits, in the second-longest suit.  (When teller has bid 2♠ to show a 55 with one of two suits 

the shortness-showing relay shows a shortage in the only known suit.)  Step + 1 at asker’s second 

opportunity shows shortness in teller’s next longest suit.   

OPTION: An immediate 3N in response to the shortness-showing relay shows massive 

duplication and is a signoff. 

After the shortness-showing relay break, shape-showing continues, up one step.  Asker’s sign off 
in 3N asks for stoppers.  Teller passes with multiple stoppers opposite the short suit, bids 4♣ 

with a minimum and insufficient stoppers (so at most 5 working RP for a 10-14 opening) and 
4♦+ with each extra working RP.  4N shows at least 6 working RP and a solid suit opposite 

asker’s shortness (so AKQJT or AKQJxx). 

An RP ask excludes the king and the queen of the short suit but counts at full value a kingleton 

and a singleton Q, i.e. 2 and 1 RP respectively.  The number of RP promised for each step is 
reduced by one.  So, for example, if a 1♥ opener shows a D shortage and does not distinguish 

between min/max the first step shows at most 4 working RP.  If opener had shown a max then 

step one would show at most 6 working RP.   

EXCEPTION: If teller has at least 6 working RP and a solid suit opposite asker’s shortness (so 

AKQJT or AKQJxx) he bids 4N. 
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In PCB teller only shows A in asker’s short suit. 

8.1.5 Suit quality ask when teller shows a single-suiter 

When teller bids 3♣ to show a one-suiter, asker can bid step+1 (3♥) to ask that teller bid above 
3N only with an 8-card suit or a semi-solid or better suit.  A semi-solid suit is one that will play 

for at most one loser opposite a void (i.e. 4/top5 in a 6- or 7-card suit). 

3♠ not a semi-solid suit (If asker bids 3N teller can resurrect with usual requirements but 
treating 3♥ as a shortness-showing bid, i.e. ignoring the K and Q in his long suit; he does 

not show his length) 
3N semi-solid 7-card suit (4♣ asks: 4♦ 7321, 4♥+ 7330) 

4♣ 8+card suit 
4♦ semi-solid 6331 

8.2 Signing off 

3N is a sign-off (a conditional one after a shortness-showing break), as are 6♣+.  As well, asker 

can bid any non-step bid of 4♥ or higher to play. 

8.3 Strength Resolution and Location 

Once teller has shown complete shape, asker has a number of options:  

• The cheapest relay asks for number of RP (Ace = 3, King = 2, Queen =1, kingletons = 

1, ignore stiff queens).  Asker can subsequently use parity control bidding (PCB) to locate 

honours. 

• The next cheapest step below 4♦ asks for controls (A=2, K=1).  Traditional denial cue 

bidding (DCB) follows. 

• If a third ask is available below 4♦ then this asks for aces (step=0, then 1/2 etc.  After 

showing aces step asks for traditional DCB for controls (i.e. step = 0 or AK).  

• 4♦, when not the cheapest step and before or after asking for RP, is a suit-quality slam 

try. 

8.3.1 Asking for RP 

The steps are: 

 Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 and beyond 

1♣ opening 9 or 10 11 12 13 and on 

   1♥ response  2 or 3 4 5 6 and zoom 

   1♦ and 1N+ responses 4 or 5 6 7 8 and on 

   Extra-strength BAL 9 or 10 11 12 13 and on 

1♦ opening  5 or 6 7 8 9, zoom with 10 

Shortness openings 5 or 6 7 8 9, zoom with 10 

Min non-1♣ opening 5 6 7 8 and zoom 

Max non-1♣ opening 7 8 9 10 and zoom 

3rd/4th seat 1♣ opening 10 or 11 12 13 14 and on 

   1♥ response  1 2 3 4 and zoom 

   BAL GF response 3 or 4 5 6 7 and zoom 

   UNBAL GF response 3 4 5 6 and zoom 
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Mnemonic: RP = HCP * 0.6, rounded down and deducting one except for the 1♣ opening or 

responder’s extra-strength BAL/semiBAL hands.   

For 1♦, 1♠, 1N and 2♣ openings, we will sometimes be able to distinguish between min and 

max strength.  The range for min is 5-8; for max 7-10.  When we show min or max we do not 

bunch the RP in the first step. 

8.3.2 Resurrection 

An unlimited hand may resurrect with the formulaic minimum (i.e. minimum HCP x 0.6) + 4, 

i.e. 13 for opener and 9 for responder OR the formulaic minimum +3 if 10 cards in two suits 
and good suits (e.g. Kxx – AJTx KQJTxx in response to a 1♣ opening).  A limited hand cannot 

resurrect: bids are NAT, showing a freak.   

8.3.3 Parity Cue Bidding 

Once teller has shown his strength in RPs he shows the parity of the top three honours in each 
2+card suit.  He stops with even parity (0 or 2/top3) and skips with odd parity (1/top3 or 

3/top3).  With singletons we reverse the parity scan and stop if the suit contains the ace or king. 

All suits of 1+cards are scanned in order of length in teller’s hand.  With two suits of the same 

length we apply our usual top-down rule (so spades then hearts, diamonds and clubs).  If there is 
ambiguity as to teller’s exact number of RP (because teller has bid step one showing either 

minimum or minimum+1 RP), we stop with the minimum, and zoom into answering parity with 

the maximum. 

After all suits of 1+cards have been scanned we consider whether there is a KQ problem. 

The K and Q problem 

If there is a pair of suits where one has both the K and the Q and the other has neither, then that 
pair is scanned.  Stop if the longer/higher-ranked suit has no honours, skip if that suit has the 

KQ.  (Note that this can be clarifying KQ/no honours, AKQ/A or AKQ/no honours.)  If there 
is more than one pair of suits where one has KQ and the other has none then scan only the first 

such pairing (based on length order, followed by high to low).  After the K and Q problem is 

resolved scan for Js. 

AKQxx Axxx xxx x 

 4♥ 9RP 
4♠ 5♦ odd parity in S and H, even parity in D 

5♥ 6♣ no A or K in C, K and Q in S, no SJ – the K and Q problem was in S and H 

The K or Q problem 

If there is no K and Q problem we look to see if there is a K or Q problem.  If there is a pair of 

suits where one has the K and the other has the Q, then that pair is scanned.  Stop if the 
longer/higher-ranked suit has the Q, skip if that suit has the K.  (Note that this can be clarifying 

K/Q or AK/AQ.)  If there is more than one pair of suits where one has the K and the other has 
the Q then scan only the first such pairing (based on length order, followed by high to low).  

After the K or Q problem is resolved scan for Js. 

Qxxxx Axxx Kxx x 
 3N 6RP 

4♣ 5♣ odd parity in S, H and D, no A or K in C, Q in S – the K or Q problem was in S 

  and D 

If there is no KQ problem then scan for Js. 

After answering the KQ problem, if one exists, teller zooms into showing/denying Js.   
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We ignore suits that cannot have a J because they are known to have only top3 honour cards, 
such as AKQ-tripleton or AQ-doubleton.  When scanning for Js we stop with no honour and 

skip with the J.  Note that we do not treat as a singleton any suit where there is only one card 
that is not known to be a top3 honour (e.g. Q-doubleton or AK-tripleton).  A singleton Q is 

treated as a J but is only scanned after scanning all other suits with at least one card that is not 
one of the top3 honours.  Note that we apply the same rule as for other Js: stop without an 

honour and skip with the singleton Q.  We do not scan for a singleton J or for Ts. 

More examples 

xxxxx Axxx KQx x 
 3N 6RP 

4♣ 4♦ even parity in S 
4♥ 4N odd parity in H, even parity in D 

5♣ 5♥ no A or K in C, no K and Q in S – the K and Q problem was in S and D 

AQxxx AKxx xxx x 

 4♥ 9RP 
4♠ 4N even parity in S 

5♣ 5♦ even parity in H  
5♥ 5♠ even parity in D 

5N 6♦ no A or K in C, Q in S – the K or Q problem was in S and H 

Qxxxx Qxxx Kxx A 
 4♣ 7RP 

4♦ 5♣ odd parity in S, H and D, A or K in C 

5♦ 5♥ Q in S – the K or Q problem was in S and D 

xxxx xxxx KQxx A 

 3♠ 6RP 
4♣ 4♦ even parity in S 

4♥ 4♠ even parity in H 
4N 5♣ even parity in D  

5♦ 5♥ A or K in C 

5♠ 5N no K and Q in S – the K and Q problem was in S and D (not H as S outranks H) 

xx xx AKQx Kxxxx 
 4♣ 8RP 

4♦ 4N odd parity in C and D, even parity in S 
5♣ 5♦ even parity in H 

5♥ 5N no K and Q in S – the K and Q problem was in S and D (not H as S outranks H) 

Note the ambiguity in the last two examples: teller can’t tell which suits asker is actually 
concerned about.  However, asker will always be able to work out whether teller has the right or 

wrong combination.  Opposite the last hand, asker held AKx Ax JTxx AQJx and wanted to 
know if teller held (1) his actual hand or (2) xx KQ Axxx Kxxxx.  Note that if teller held hand 

(2) then the comparison would have been between D and H and teller would have stopped on 

5♠ to show that the K and Q were not in the longer/higher-ranking suit. 

8.3.4 Asking for Kontrols 

 Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 and beyond 

1♣ opening at most 4 5 6 7 and on 

   1♥ response  
at most 1 2 

3 and 

zoom 
 

   1♦ and 1N+ response at most 2 3 4 5 and on 
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   Extra-strength BAL at most 4 5 6 7 and on 

1♦ opening  at most 3 4 5 6 and zoom 

Shortness openings at most 3 4 5 6 and zoom 

3rd/4th seat 1♣ opening at most 5 6 7 8 and on 

   1♥ response  
0 1 

2 and 

zoom 
 

   All GF responses at most 1 2 3 4 and zoom 

 

Mnemonic: HCP * 0.3 and rounded down for Kontrols.   

Step after Kontrols are known asks for DCB.  Teller looks at the longest suit or the 

higher/highest of equal suits. 

• Bidding the step shows no controls in that suit OR AK. 

• With a singleton, switch to normal cueing (stop = A or K). 

• The second pass locates the Q. 

• If 0 or 2, stop next time with 0 (unless you can tell partner knows).  With AK and no Q, 

skip 1 step.  With AKQ, skip 2 steps. 

8.3.5 4♦ suit quality slam try 

Often, asking for RP or kontrols will not enable asker to find out what he needs to know below 

the safety threshold.  The 4♦ suit quality slam try can often help.  4♦ asks teller to show whether 

he has good suits or not.  It can also be used to ask for extra values. 

We use 4♦ in this way in two families of auctions: 

1. after shape is resolved but before asker knows anything about teller's strength 

2. after asker has asked for strength 

Consider case 2 first.  When asker bids 4♦ teller assumes that asker is looking for slam in some 
suit where the partnership has an 8-card fit and that asker has 1/top4 in the suit (so Axx[xx] or 

Kxx[xx] or Qxx[xx] or Jxx[xx]).  Teller bids in DCB style, bypassing any strain in which he would 

accept asker's slam invitation. 

What does teller need in short or long suits to accept the SI? 

When teller has a singleton or doubleton asker is looking for one of the top3 honours.  

When teller has a 6+card suit asker is looking for a suit that is playable for one loser more than 
50% of the time opposite small cards, assuming an 8-card fit.  Thus teller needs 

AKxxxx/AQJxxx/AQT9xx/AJT9xx/KQJxxx/KQT9xx 

AKxxxxx/AQJxxxx/KQJxxxx or better 

To summarise: 

Assume an 8 card fit 

1-2 cards 1 of the top 3 honours 

3-5 cards 1 loser opposite 1 of the top 3 honours 

6+ cards 1 loser opposite small cards 

 

Case 1: Sometimes teller’s shape is resolved at a level that does not allow asker to ask for 

strength and then bid 4♦ to locate a good suit.  This is almost always true after 1♣-1♦-1N+ and 
often true after 1♦/1M/2m-relay.  It would be possible to play 4♦ in such cases as asking purely 

for suit quality but, more often, asker wants to know if teller has a better than min hand as well 
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as a good suit.  Therefore, when asker bids 4♦ instead of asking for strength he is asking teller to 
show good suits but only with extra values.   With a min hand teller just bids 4♥, even if his H 

holding would otherwise be suitable to bypass that suit. 

Extra values usually means at least 2RP more than min but teller can move with a slightly weaker 
hand if it is control-rich.  For example, teller should bid 4♠ with – AKJTxxx Axx xxx as he has a 

semi-solid suit and an outside A. 

The lots of extra strength problem 

Rarely, after 1♣-1♦-1♠+, asker will bid 4♦ when teller has a hand with lots of extra strength 
(13+RP, enough to resurrect).  In this situation teller bids 4N, irrespective of his holdings in any 

specific suit.  Asker now bids the suit he is looking to play in.  With a weak holding in that suit 

teller bids 5N; with a good holding he raises to slam or, with even more extra strength, Qs.  

When does 4♦ ask for good suits? 

Only when it is not a relay (so never after teller bids 4♣). 

Only after shape is known. 

Only if DCB has not commenced.   

4♦ has priority over a Kontrol ask so, if teller resolves shape at 3♠ or 3N then 4♣ asks for RP 

and 4♦ asks for suit quality (and extras, as strength is unknown). 

Corollary: when 4♦ is available to ask for suit quality after teller has shown RP then quantitative 

notrump hands go that way as well (so teller should bypass 4N only with good H and S and at 

least two Js, and a direct bid of 4N is vanilla Blackwood.  

Continuations: if teller denies in one suit but then accepts asker’s INV he continues denial-style 

in all suits. 
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9 Non-relay Slam Bidding 

9.1 Cue bids 

Cue bids show first or second-round controls.  Avoid cueing a shortage in partner’s known long 

suit.  No extras are required to respond to partner’s cue if it doesn’t raise the level.  Cues that 

raise the level show extras. 

• If a major is agreed then the first step above three of our major (3M+1) shows a non-

serious slam try, and 3N is a substitute cue bid. 

• If a minor is agreed and we cue below 4m, a cue in response above 4m shows extras.  

Without extras bid four of the minor (“non-serious”). 

o If partner bids 4m non-serious then 4N is natural, an offer to play, even if 

notrumps have not been bid naturally before. 

• If both partners have (re)bid their suit and no suit is agreed, then cue bids of the unbid 

suits are artificial slam tries in the corresponding suit (e.g. clubs in hearts and vice versa). 

• If one above four of our trump suit (4T+1) would be Turbo then 4N shows a control in 

that suit. 

• A cue bid in the known short suit by a hand that has splintered shows a void. 

• If a cue-bid is doubled then a redouble shows first-round control, pass denies a control 

and another cue bid/Last Train shows second-round control. 

When the first control-showing bid is above game we invert and use denial cue bids. 

9.2 Last Train 

Last Train is a bid of the suit immediately below game in the agreed trump suit.  It is a try for 

slam without committing the partnership past game.   

We use it only when: 

• the trump suit is agreed with a bid two steps below game – now partner’s “in between” 

bid shows slam interest and says nothing about a control in the bid suit.  

9.3 Turbo 

• The bid of one step above four of the trump suit (4T+1) is Turbo. This bid shows an 

even number of keycards.  Any cue bid above that, when you could have bid Turbo 

instead, shows an odd number of keycards. 

• 4T+1 is also Turbo if it would otherwise be a cue or asking bid agreeing partner’s suit.  

For example, 

4♥-4♠ would otherwise be an asking bid.  

• 4N is a cue bid in the Turbo suit.  For example, if hearts are trumps, then 4♠ is Turbo 

and 4N is a spade cue. 

o After a NAT 3N, whatever the sequence, and a 4-level bid, an immediate 4N by 

the 3N bidder is to play – and Turbo does not apply – unless the 4-level bid was 
the first support for 3N-bidder’s major, e.g.  

1♣  2♣ 2♥  P 
3♦ P 3N P 

4♠ P  4N  Turbo). 
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• If trumps are agreed with a bid that is above 4T (typically with a splinter) then step is 

Turbo, and higher bids are cues with an odd number of keycards.  4N is now a substitute 
cuebid in the strain used for the Turbo bid.  For example, 

1♣ 1♥ 2♣ P 
2♦ P 3♣ P 

4♥ P 4♠ P 
4N 

where 2♣ is a transfer to diamonds, 3♣ is NAT and GF, 4♥ is a splinter agreeing clubs, 

4♠ is Turbo and 4N shows a control in spades, the suit of the Turbo bid.  

• One below five of the agreed major (5M-1) denies the trump queen (or a known tenth 

trump).  Failure to bid that step in an ongoing auction promises the queen.  5N replaces 

the lost bid, showing a cue in the suit below the trump suit as well as the trump queen.  

• If a minor is agreed then one above five of our minor (5m+1) asks for the trump Q (or a 

known tenth trump).  Without it, sign off in 6m.  With it, continue cue-bidding.  

9.4 Ace and key card asking 

We play different types of ace-/key card-asking bids: 

• Normal Blackwood 

• Kickback 

• RKC 

• Six ace keycard 

• Weak KCB 

9.4.1 Blackwood  

Normal Blackwood applies only when it is not useful as showing a two-suiter, so only in the 

following auctions: 

• A bid of 4N over their NAT 2m, 3m or 4m opening or over a raise to 3m or 4m of a 

NAT 2m or 3m opening, i.e. 

(2m) 4N 
(3m) 4N 

(4m) 4N 

(2m/3m) P (3m/4m) 4N 

Traditional Responses: 0 or 4, 1, 2, 3.   

If opponent overcalled, we can show a void in opponent’s suit : 5N is 2 + void, 6♣ is 1 or 3 + 

void. 

After any response to 4N, 5N asks for teller’s number of kings on same scale. 

9.4.2 Kickback  

Kickback is our way to ask for key cards after we have agreed a suit, when there is an obvious 

trump suit or when jumping to agree a suit.  When the conditions below apply, the asking bid is 

4K, the next step after four of our agreed suit (4♦ if we have agreed clubs, etc. up to 4N if we 

have agreed spades).  When Kickback is applicable, 4N becomes a cue bid for the suit we cannot 

show. 

Kickback only applies when it is a jump AND: 
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• there is explicit suit agreement OR  

• implicit suit agreement (e.g. long suit opposite a BAL hand) OR  

• one hand jumps to 4K when that jump would otherwise be a SPL.  

4K is NOT Kickback if the suit has been bid naturally earlier UNLESS there is explicit suit 

agreement. 

We can only ask for key cards in the first agreed suit. 

Kickback applies in competition only if the suit has been explicitly or implicitly agreed.  

If the opponents double 4K (not 4N), pass denies a control (now asker’s RDBL shows a control 

and asks responder to show key cards); RDBL doesn’t exist; other responses are unchanged 

except that they promise a control. 

9.4.3 Roman Key Card 

When Kickback is unavailable or does not apply and 4N is not defined as Blackwood, we can 

jump to 4N to ask for keycards: 

• When it’s a jump, both partners have made a call other than pass, no suit has been agreed 

and neither partner has bid notrump.   

• Over our 4-level bid in auctions where no suit is agreed 4N is RKC for the last bid suit.   

o EXCEPTION: If no suit is agreed and either partner has already made a NAT 

NT bid, 4N is to play. 

• When partner has shown 6+ cards in his suit. 

o When both partners have shown long suits then 4N is RKC for asker’s suit 

(because asker could often have agreed partner’s suit). 

9.4.4 Key-card responses 

Except for weak keycard (see below), our responses in all situations are (1430): 

• Step 1 1 or 4 key cards 

• Step 2 0 or 3 key cards 

• Step 3 2 (or 5) key cards without the trump queen 

• Step 4 2 (or 5) key cards with the trump queen 

• Step 5 (a raise of the asking suit) Even number of key cards and a void 

• Higher bids Odd number of key cards and a void in the denomination shown 

Showing a void should be done with care, since the void may not be useful and could lead to a 

slam off two cashing tricks. 

Treat a known tenth trump as the Q when asked about the trump Q. 

Asker is assumed to know from teller’s previous bidding which alternative he has after an 

ambiguous response – if asker signs off teller is NOT invited to bid again to show 3 (rather than 

0) or 4 (rather than 1) keycards.  EXCEPTION: Only if teller has a wide range of strength – so 

that there is ambiguity about his response – should teller kick on with the higher number of 

keycards after asker signs off in 5T 

9.4.5 Key-card continuations 

After teller shows 0/3 or 1/4 key cards, the next step asks for the trump queen.  A bid of the 
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first step denies it, and all other bids show a king in that suit.  6 of the agreed suit shows the 
trump queen and denies any side kings, while 5N shows the trump queen and a king that cannot 

be shown below 6 of our agreed suit. 

• After asking for key cards, 5T+1 (i.e. one above the agreed suit) or 5N if RKC was used 

promises all the key cards and the queen of trumps.  It asks responder to cue kings up 

the line.  Asker can then bid another suit to ask for the king in that suit as well.  

• Asking for key cards then bidding a new suit (note that notrump is a substitute for the 

suit above trumps) is an asking bid in that suit, with the following responses:  

o First step no control 

o Second step third round control 

o Third step second round control 

o Fourth step second and third round controls 

9.4.6 Six-Ace Keycard 

We use a modified scale when partner makes a Leaping Michaels bid OR when we have a known 

BAL hand opposite a hand known to be at least 55.   

• Step 1 1 or 4 

• Step 2 0 or 3 

• Step 3 2 with neither key queen 

• Step 4 2 with the one key queen 

• Step 5 2 with both key queens 

• Higher 2 with both key queens plus side king(s) by steps: lower/higher  

If teller bids steps one or two asker can bid the cheapest step to ask for queens:  

• Step 1 No key queen 

• Step 2 One key queen 

• Step 3 Both key queens   

• Higher Both key queens plus side king(s) by steps: lower/higher 

9.4.7 Weak keycard 

We use a modified scale when partner is known to be weak (after an opening pre-empt or a 

preemptive overcall): 

• Step 1 0 KC 

• Step 2 1 KC 

• Step 3 1 KC + Q 

• Step 4 2 KC 

• Step 5 2 KC + Q 

• Higher 2 KC + void  

9.4.8 Interference over our key-card ask 

If the opponents interfere over our key-card below five of our trump suit: 

• Pass 1 or 4 key cards 

• X 0 or 3 key cards 

• Step 1 2 key cards without the trump queen 
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• Step 2 2 key cards with the trump queen 

If they bid five of our suit or higher: 

• X even number of key cards (including 0) 

• Pass odd number of key cards 

In other words, we play D0P1 and DEPO. 

9.5 5N 

5N is “pick a slam” in most competitive auctions or if it is reasonable.   

Otherwise it is Grand Slam Force.  Responder’s first step shows a minimum trump holding in 
context.  The higher responder bids at the 6-level, the more they have in the trump suit, RPace 

permitting.  7♣ shows a maximum holding in context (i.e. solid trumps if you have previously 

shown a good suit). 

9.6 Major suit auctions 

9.6.1 Non-serious slam try 

If we have agreed a major suit (showing an 8+ card fit with both partners mentioning the suit), 

then a non-jump bid of the step above 3M (3♠ if we agree hearts or 3N if we agree spades) is 
not a place to play.  Instead, it shows a hand that is happy to cooperate in a slam try but is not 

good enough to demand cue bids from partner. 

If 3♠ is the non-serious slam try, then 3N by either hand is a spade cue. 

9.6.2 Choice of games 3N 

3N shows support and offers a choice of contracts if it is a jump after partner showed support, 

e.g. 

1♦-1♠-2♠-3N something like Kxxx KJx QTx AJx 

9.6.3 Five of our major 

In general, five of the agreed major asks for good trumps.  However, it could show good trumps 

and nothing to cue or ask for control in the opponents’ suit (when neither partner has shown a 

control in their suit). 

9.6.4 Asking bids after 4M  

After our 4♥/4♠ opening or similar auction where partner has shown a long major suit in a 
weak(ish) hand, a new suit is an asking bid in that suit (over 4♥ 4N asks in spades as 4♠ is 

Kickback). 

Opener’s responses are natural: 

• 5M no control 

• 5N guarded K 

• Slam singleton 

• Raise First-round control and nothing else to cue 

• New suit  First-round control in asked suit and control not previously shown in the 

bid suit 
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Other sample auctions where this applies include: 

(1♠) 4♥ (P) 

9.7 Minor suit auctions 

9.7.1 New suits at the three level 

After showing a minor suit fit, a new suit at the three level may be either looking for 3N 

(showing or asking for a stopper depending on the situation) or a cue bid looking for slam.  If 
that person bids over partner’s 3N or makes a forward-going move at the four level, it confirms 

a cue bid. 

9.7.2 Four of a minor  

If we have looked for 3N and don’t have a stopper then an immediate 4 of the minor is non-
forcing.  This applies if we have agreed a minor or if one hand has shown a long minor and the 

other has shown/asked for a stopper. 

If a minor is agreed and we are looking for slam then 4m is weaker than a bid above 4m (so is 

similar to non-serious 3♠/3N when a major is agreed). 

9.7.3 Four of a major 

If we have agreed a minor at the four level an immediate bid of four of a major is a cue bid but is 

passable if both partners have denied extra strength. 

9.8 Picture jumps 

In natural game forcing auctions, a jump below game in an agreed suit is a “picture jump”.  It 
shows a better than minimum hand with good values in the shown suit(s) and no first or second 

round controls in the side suits.  A jump below game in a suit only one partner has bid shows a 

(semi) solid suit and better than minimum values. 

 


